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BOURKE ON THE SOUTHWEST, XIII
Edited by LANSING B. BLOOM
CHAPTER

XXIV

IN THE TrGUA COUNTRY

November 1 8t 1881. Tuesday. This morning was cold and
bracing but bright and cheerful, compared with several of
those' which we have had lately. A strong, frigid breeze
scattered ashes in our faces as we huddled around the fire,
eating our morning meal. Our Mexican friends of last
night returned with their, lost cattle: they halted long
enough to exchange the compliments of the day. I then
passed on. Strout, with the aid of Hall & Mullen re-spliced
the ambulance tongue. At Puerco station on the R. R., %
of a mile from our bivouac, we made inquiry about the
direction and condition of the road to Isleta. The stationmaster told us w,e could make a saving in distance by crossing the Puerco at this point and lent us spades and shovels
to cut down th.e banks. We worked like beavers,filling in
the quick-sand and miry spots, with lava and sandstone
boulders and brush from the R. R. bridge: Our team crossed
in safety, greatly to our relief, as the crossing had a bad
look. All our troubles ended with this treacherous crossing.
The main part of the day's journey, over 25 miles, 'was an
excellent road, with a trifle of heavy sand in spots. We ran
out into the Rio Grande valley and against the Topeka and
Santa Fe R. R. A little one-storied, one-roomed adobe
house stood directly at R. of our road. Strout and myself
made our way through the mud chicken-houses to the front
of the hut and there were attacked by a vicious cur which
made no delay in the order of its going, after the volley of
clods and stones had done its work. A wrinkled, leatherfaced, but polite old hag, came to the door and listened with
attentive courtesy to our questions as to the road to Isleta.
Her reply was all right, no doubt, but rather beyond our
comprehension from the great liberality with which she
seasoned it with such directions as "poco mas alia; a la
izquierda; otro lado del cerro," &c. &c., as seems to be the
custom of the people of this valley.
Isleta spoke for itself: its old church was plainly visible
5 or 6 miles up the valley, a distance we were not long in
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~overing with our four good mules. When we ent\'.!req Isleta,
which is so M;~#c~!).ized in the style of its cons~ruction t4at
it might well b~ c{illed a "plaza" in§ltead of a pueblo, we
directed our steps tQ the house of ~ F'rE;lIlchwoman, of 'Vhos~
good housekeeping we had heard much praise from many
sources. She regretted her inability for the reason that 'she
had just moved into a new house, only 'l!trge enough for her
own family & was not yet reag.y to ent~rtain strangers. Bhe
sent us to a Pueblo Indian, who kept a little stor'e. Altho'
Q~.~Uy paralyz~q in, pis lower. ~:x;trel11ities, this Indian managed to qo a consideral:;>le ~J.ll9.U:J;lt 9f WQrk l:tnd ta,k~ gQog
~arE;l of the. tr~d~ cqrotng ~Q 9-im . R~ le~ 4S Imt QUI' ~WJ.~es &
~w.})uJan~,~ tn ~ sh~g Wpi<rll W~~ <;>,p~~ o.n tWQ~~qE;l!? ~ll:Q
~c~XCE;l'y c,qvered ~t tl1~ top, q~j~g rne.re1y the angle .qetween
tWQ, w~Hs, covered with cpt~<;mwopq S~pU:J;lgs.Wl? bought
tp.i:r-ty-!,!~x p04nq~ o~ ~o:rn fQr th~ ~njW3:ls:" ~ h~nd~u.~lof
Qni<;nis; ~nd ~ leg of muttQI1 for Qur~elv~~; l.w.t tp forget a
d.p~en or- more ()f {ipp~e~ 3:I].Q tour or five bU,nchei? of the ~w~f
<Jr:ieq gr~pe$ (Pa.SWl) of ~he vm€tgE;l., All t~3:t WE;l bought
W3:1? goo.d, but the, h.~lf-r~.~§l,~n, l:J..a.:lf·gr~p~ W3:~ de.~i<.;~ou.s:
"fpof~ssor" Ii~ll sajd he "recko'ne<;l lw'd. "boosky" rwm' for
lil.orn e ~ig~,"J.:>~~ retl,lrn~<;l unsl,l.ccessful. ']'0 reco1wile u.s to
l1i!,! f:;i,il.l,l-r~, h~ l~g'hted hi!,! fire and, amid ?- shower o.~ golqE;ln
sparks, stood the Genius of the American kitchen at whose
s!i:t;'hl.~ 3:' dqz.~I). Pu~bl(; chHdren bowe<{ in <;lumb won~er: not
l:t,lto.~ethe.r u.nwi:x;eQ, wHh tear,

ISLETA

Houses nearly all one-storied.,...--adobe: doors opening on
g:r.ounQ. Qvens on ground. Chickens, pigs, wagons of old
apd llew styles, burros, horses, cattle, sheep and goats.
~ntered a house of two rooms, each 8"x12'x7' high. One
Qoor, light~Q by one window 9"x5 ' f,; of glass: no selenite in
thi$ pueblo.! Floors of dirt: roofs as in other pueblos. This.
Plleblo is very much like a Mexican town. In this house, six
Ga,ndle!3 wel1e burning· on the floor, in honor· of All Saints'
nay,. Bells were' clanging from steeple of old church all'
P; M. There was a man sick in this house from a swollen
knee, kicl<:eq by a horse.
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List of Isleta· clans:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Chalchihuitl
Aguila
Raton
Tierra
Maiz
Palo Blanco
Huacamayo

Pa-chirne-tayne
Chirva-tayne
Chicu-tayne
Montayne
Itaini
Nartayni
Tarre-patchirne

Chalchihuitl
Eagle
Mouse
Earth
Corn
White Stick
Parrot

There was no Sol, Coyote, Nube, Agua, Sapo, Chamisa;
Cibola, Culebra, Oso, Lobo, or Leon.
. No.7, I was told, was a "pajaro azul de afuera" and I
unhesitatingly put it down' as the parrot. The above list of
clans was given me by a man whose house I entered. He was
very reluctant and I had' no little trouble in cajoling him.
He said the Iseletas were the same people with those of Taos,
I>icuris, Sandia and Isleta of El Paso, Texas. They call
themselves Tu-i, a word pronounced as if shot out of the
mouth. Those of Picuris and Taos called themselves-Taowirne or Tao-wilni. 'All the houses entered are like this one,
. neat but humble, rooms large and well-ventilated. Buffalo
robes (old) on the floor; coarse Navajo blankets for bedding. Wine, home-made, was offered us. I drank a tumbler
full and found it excellent. He said they raised, and I have
eaten, peaches, apples, melons, cherries, plums, apricots,
pears,-also wheat, maize, chile, a:Iverjones, frijoles. Have
cows, goats, sheep, burros, & horses, in some quantity,
-enough for their own wants. Eggs and milk are plenty
and in general use. The children ar~ very· clean and all
clad decently. My host said that his wife and children were
"Tierra"; he himself was Chalchihuitl. In Laguna, Zuni &
Moqui, he said, women propose marriage to the men. They'
(the young men) ask friends to call upon the iIrl's parents
in their behalf. In foilr days after first interview, they
return again: if received with a collation, they talk over the
business in hand and then adjourn until a third visit to be
made four days after. All is now arranged and the priest
marries the happy couple in two days after, or in ten days
from first interview. Women own houses in Isleta: chil-'
dren belong to their mother's clan. Our conversation was
interrupted by the entrance of the man's wife with refreshments of hot coffee, onion scrambled with eggs and excellent
bread and peach "turn-overs."
.
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I entered the old house: its interior was extremely clean
and neat, the floor being of pine planks. Called upon Father
Clemente, the resident French priest,. and was received with
cordiality by himself and a quartette of Mexican ladies and
gentlemen who were taking supper with him. Win"e, was
passed around: the wine of the .country, a kind of claret,
very much to my taste. We began talking, at least as well
as my Spanish would permit, of the revolt of the Pueblos
in 1680. Father Clemente said that the Indians of Sari
Felipe told him that they had not revolted: that when the
other Indians killed their Padres, those of San Felipe determined' to protect those living among them and rather
than surrender them to the·' savages, thirsting for their
blood,-they defended them vi et armis' against the army of
the insurgent Pueblos.
.
The enemy' besieged Sari Felipe in due form; gained
.
access to the water-supply and confidently awaited the surrender of the invested garrison. In this extremity, the
people besought their Padre to aid them: "Have no fear,".
said the latter, "you shall not suffer for drink: let all the
tinajas of the pueblo be placed in a line on the mesa." This
was done. The Padre lifted his coat-sleeve and with a razor
opened the veins of his left arm: the blood flowed in profusion, but behold! as it tou~hed the vessels, it became pure,
cold water! The devil appeared to the Pueblos ·in the form
of a hugh giant : told them they had abandoned the customs
of their fore-fathers and followed the teachings of the
'black-gowns. 2 For all this he was very angry, and unless
by the full moon of August .of that year (1680) they returned to their allegiance and killed the priests, he, the
Devil, would take vengeance upon all the Indians. "This,"
said Father Clemente, "was the story they told at the time
of the Re-Conquest."
The Pueblo, or Sedentary, Indians, are all small in
stature. Most of the. Isleta men bang their hair. The mode
of dress is the same as in Laguna, except in the matter of
, silver quarters for fastening women's skirts, which are also
used, but not often in Isleta. This lovely starlit night was
made hideous by the barking of. countless curs and the yells
of squads of drunken Indians, singing songs resembling'
those of the Apaches.
.
2. ThiB would Boom to be an anachronism. ,No JeBuits entered New Mexico until
after the Civil War. .
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i?1J,~ llI$,l ~

rh,~~ ~qld blJ.~

19. ve1Y

wor-nfp,g, the
bells of the church were clanging their not inharmonious
W~t9qy !Qng ~~fqr~ q~~;' in' f~ct; t 'thin,~ that, dg~fng ih,e.
night,- they 'tolled constantly, unless it was some figment' of
illy'
dr~ii~s.' " , ,
.. .., , . . . " , '
" ' " .. ".. ,'~
, Our cook astonished us with an excellent mutton stew
for breakfast.Visited'the one "estu'fa" 'of Isreta: this 'is
inostly'aifovElr ~ouiid; circ~i~r, ~4 pa~es in' ~i~'m:~t~r;'~' ~"
h,~~h, ~ar~h fiqQr, Wfll~f:i lle~t~y pla~t~p~ a11-9 p:t;"qviq~g with

a,nteIQP~ hqm~ ~QP nqo~~:, ~!=lil~;ng; o~ El~rtp, r~~t!p.g Q~ h~!!yy

pine

p~ams, c9ver~d w~t,h wil~qw

s;lplingl? peeleq,

fi.rEl~plaGe fp t:tw ~E;lIlt:r~; a p~nt-:tlOuse of aQoq~ ~QYe.r!?

to ~}mlter it frqIp. J?~in COlIl,ing 'goWn the. ~Qm"'
p,a,n,ipp.-Way., MElt my fJ:'fe~d, Aptqni9 ;Hl,ly~, of h1i~t ~yening;
went with' him about the pueblo: entered the house' of his
~ra,p.~",m9tl~Elr (qf the ~hal~hnn~!t~ g~n!)·) A ii'~a~' pffe -of
r~,q and b!l,lEl ~QJ,~p. lillY !Il frop,t qf q()Q:r; the hquse, li!ce 3)1, qf
!~leta, wa~ l;>yilt !n M;~~dcan, !)tyle. ~toyes anq tal;>!es b~gil!
to appeitr in ~!>leta" but the loW §tools, comrpqll to ~ll the
pq,eq1os, hav~ nqt yet be~n qi~pla~~d by comfortable cha,frs.
Saints~ pictures and rude wooden statues of San Antonio
and others in Hn cases on' the' 'wans. '
" , ' ,
, , ' A iJ~I'.~ 9t' ~~#ve wine Will~ pr~sElnted to me by th,e EWe
girl of thEl ho\!!'?e. The WQmen of l~leta d:t;"ess ~~ dq th El
~!1n,is, ~?C~~pt tn~t aI! th~ :f():rm~Jf w~ar. peWco~ts ~nd ~n
under;jacket or '~slip!' of calico: the front comes down as
lo\v as the' knee and is there met by' the buckskin ieggings
rolled' tightiy in 'ba~ds frq~ }{~ElEl: to '~n~!e'. ' 'Worpen wellr
§llver ~:ml,~~l~tl'~ m~tl:le py M;~~i~~ns. 'l,'pe p~Qple qf ~sleta
l:J,r-e aJ~l,lnga,ntly P!'Qvi9~d with com a11-q chile, the latter in
gre~t bun~h~~ hanging to the q~ter waHs, expos~g tQ the sup.,
Saw two windows of selenite: in front of the houses in
Isieta; 'are' earthen jars' fo'r'the collecf{on 'of ~ijn~; 'th!~ i~
for their :t\1exican "v~cil1os" who u~e it to dy~ wqo' for
blankets ~nd leggings andl'tockings. .
,
J;>ottery wa~' pot easily pro~urflble in Isleta" ~ll hayin.g
been solq. - Strout purchased a very pretty Navajo rug.
Antonio came to our bivouac and had breakfast set before
him. F!eople hegan thronging to church: not only from the
pueblo itself, but from the adjacent hamlets. Antonio's
father was of Tierr~ gens: his grandmother (on the father's
side), whom I saw this A. M., was also Tier:ra: I also saw
his wife's mother who was likewise of the Tierra gens,
Went to church; dozens of kneeling women ill' th~~i n~~st
~}w, he~:t;"th

.,

,
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raiITient in the "campo sarito" in front, each with hef 6ffet~
illg for .the "imimas": oUrning caridles, baskets Of corn,
c~kes, fresh bread; "turn-overs,;' pies, apples, grapes ahd
slices of w~iter-melons; onions and canteloupes. The iilterior
of the chur~h was resplendent. with the light of candles.
l;JpOii· the steps of the altar ai1d. lip.on 'the wooden floor of
the nave, there were two 9r 300 of these bhizihg at once
Which, pi'bdticeo anithposing effect; contrasting quaintly
With the foui·of five seQ.res bf Ap~cpe baskets, (w40se numbers astolJished me) filled with delicacH:~'saiid substantials
of aq kinds, ~t the ri10fnent Of our entfance, an <'>tgan in
the choir w~is playihg it soft prelUde: (This was ope Of the·
yery few chUi-cli, organs I had heard ~n New Mexico.)·
Sh6rtlyatterW,ards; a woman sfrti¢k ~p; in a voice cracked
and feeble; a clUifit, th~ tmrport of wh1ch I colild not make
out; the alJtiphone to this was rend,ered in a murinut of
gentle music by the chorus o'fRneeli'ng figures about her.
There is something pecuiiar about the church-musiC qf
the Rio Grande valley: the solos ate stridulous ;lnd strained;
but the choruses have. iIi the.ill something 'weird., sOft and
tender,. not to be described. The pyinnfi'ilisijed, the Rosary
was recited, thehufu 'of Voices filling. the chUrch with the
eCli'oes Of prayerswhicli these old walls had given back for
so many. generatio:iJ.§. The priest began tl\e serviCe
the
Mass, his assistants, two male Iiidians iIi shirt~sleeves,
leggings, m.ocassiris; ted PueblO girdles and hair in queue
at Back. (Noticed hi the co!:\gregatioh, one Moqui squaw's
blafik,et: White cotton .bodY: blue & red woolen border.)
.
After fiias~, bOught it few pieces of pottei'y and a rawBide shield~ Saw a young-girl pUlling a baby iii a carriage,
made of a caIidle~bOx; barrel-'staves ahd, two hoine~made
little wheels.
. TOOK the toad foi' AlbUquerque: day very cold &; cloi.Hly,
pellets of snow· flying about in air. m'ove tnroligh three of
four little Mexican plazas: most of the houses showed signs
of prosperity; large orchards surrounded them; fat pigS
squealed in the lanes and fat chickens scratched worm~ from
the fuanure-i:!iles. The houses themselves .were well and
neatly built & cared for. Whenever we asked om;". wayand as the country is cut up with roads running to all points
of the compass we had to ask it. very Often"-'a chorus of
vOIces, hiale. and fehiaie, would ansWer in a high-pih~h~d,
sing-soll, unpunctuated recitative: "vamos~por-otro-Iado
del-acequia-y-agai're-el~camiifo.;.teal-que-va~derech6':'
p()r" H-

or
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rio-onde-hay-barco~no-se-puede-pasar-el-rio~-pie-ahora-muy
hondo-muy-recio-y-muy~iero-"3 and much more of same

tenor, spoken in such a long-struck-out manner, that it
required the most careful attention to hit' upon their
meaning.
On the banks of the Rio Grande, opposite "old Albuquerque," we were obliged to take the ferry-boat: a frail
concern, scarcely large enough to hold our ambulance, our
animals and ourselves. The current was very swift and
fierce and lapped against the side of our boat, as if thirsty
tel swallow us up, in the waves. Six oxen, yoked two and
two, were swimming the river, as we reach~d it: the velocity
of the stream, carried them off with the swiftness of a
Rail Road, train,but they headed against the current and
slowly but surely gained the deceitful sand-banks on the
farther side. '
'
At Albuquerque (old town), we put up at Trimble's: 4
Strout and I devoted an hour to buying beef-steak, muttonchop, sausage,eggs, butter, Irish and sweet potatoes, apples
& bread. Old Albuquerque is one of the quaintest, oldest
fashioned towns to be found in our whole country: it preserves its pristine individuality in a much, more marked
degree than Santa Fe and shows fewer traces of American
invasion: the streets are the narrow, pavementless burrotrails of the old time; the houses all one-storied adobe structures, those of. the more opulent residents having a broad
verandah running along the whole front. The language of
the streets is Spanish, and that of the "tiendas" almost
entirely so. 'Advertisements, handbills and "dodgers" are
still in the language used by Cortez and his comrades, and
the by-,paths echo, to the tread of men in long black flapping
petticoats and broad, black shovel-hats, priests of the same
religion in which the dying Montezuma was baptized." Yet
one can go from old to new Albuquerque in street-cars or
send messages from one to the other by telephone! After
dark, Strout and myself walked to New Albuquerque to the
\

3.

"Take the other side of the acequia and strike the highway which goes straight
crOSB the river now on foot-it's very
deep, strong, and fierce.
,
4. "W. L. Trimble & Co. . . Livery Stables and Corral" is listed under "Old
Albuquerque" in A Complete Business DirectoTjJ of New Mexico and Gazetteer of the
TerritoTjJ for 1882 (Santa Fe, 1882). L. S. Trimble also advertised as an attorney at
law.
5. Again we have a touch of literary license. The Jesuits did not enter New
Spain until 1572, half a, century after the death of Montezuma.

to the river where there is a boat; you can't
U

\
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R. R. depot to get the latest papers frol11 the 'down-train;
met Lt; Smith. 4th cavalry, and Lt; Cornish, 15th Infantry.
Slept in the corral all night:
November 3d' 1881. Thursday., The cathedral of Albuquerque is a modern building of good size, double towers in
front and of neat and attractive, but not imposing appearance. The interior is kept as neat as a pin. It is the only
Catholic Church in the TerrY provided with pews, ---each of
these is marked plainly with name of owner, or occupierthe principal people of the "old", town, Armijos, Montoyas,
'Apodacas, Candelarias, Chaves, &c. The card concerning
the celebration in honor of Pio Nono, was on the door. 6
Left Albuquerque at 8in the morning, travelled N. up
the Rio Grande valley, parallel to R. R. track, and only 300
yds. from it. 7 Fifteen miles of a drive over a pretty good
road brought us to the pueblo of Sandia, a very small village
inhabited by the same people a~ live in Isleta, Taos and
Picuris. The houses are almost identical with those of the
poorer classes of Mexicans, and altho' ladders can be seen,
every house opens' by a door and glass windows upon the
ground-floor. The governor's house has a drum, exactly as
those of Taos and Santo Domingo for which the old lady
whom we saw declined to take any price whatever. All we
could get out of her was "no vende, no vende."
The Sandias dress in the same manner as do those of
Isleta. Their living rooms are 50" long by 14' to 20' wide,
and 12' high--ceilings of squared pine rafters, covered with
pine boards. Walls white-washed and adorned with cheap
looking glasses and the tin framed holy pictures. Navajo
blankets in plenty; also, buffalo robes, the latter well worn
and used with slips of Mexican "jerga" as covering for the
earth floor.
'
Bedsteads & chairs, both of wood, in use in this 'pueblo,
-or village, as I feel tempted to call it. People seemingly
have an abundant provision of food against whIter. Each
house is gayly bedecked with strings of coral or scarlet
chile-the interior rooms are piled high with'blue and red
corn, or fat pumpkins, squashes and onions. Baked squash
6. Pius IX was pope from June 6, 1846 to FebrUary 7, 1878, so that Leo XIII
was now at the head of the Church. The celebration must,. therefore, have been
commemorative in some way.
7. In 1881 the main road north was still the old Chihuahua highway, which here
skirted th'e foothills on the east side of the valley, Had Bourke only known it, he
passed within a stone's throw of the site of old Puaray pueblo where two of the early
missionaries were martyred.
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is in the hands 01' mouths ofaB the chl1dien and quantities

,of 8un41'riea beef or inutton hang from the rafters.

In the second house, was the, catcase of a whole ox
butchered for the use Of the family dliring cold weather.
Houses, Of one st01'Y: Ovens; (jfi roOfs and in streets.
Saw Navajo bridles of silver. Bought al\'J:(>q\1i basket
with deer ornamentations. Cradles rudely built in Ameiicari.
style~also the Ihdian back:.cradles.
Chiidfeii.;s wooden
carriages after the fashion of those seen in ISleta. Only one
tw.o-storY house in Sandia & that uninhabitable.
,
Have horses, bUrros, m'uH:js; cattle; sheep, goat$,. chicK'ens, dog's, cats. Have American wooden pails, Raise corn,
wheat, grapes, apples; beets; frijoles beans, &c, onions.
Make black & white pottery.
A schOol has been established here by Dr. Thomas,
Indian A:gefit,8 undercharge Of an old Mexican, Agostin Gis..
neros, It has 16 scholars: the pueblo has between :fofty ana
fifty houses and a popUlation iii tlie 'vicinity of i 75. They
have a few Wagons 'Of old and hew stY-Ies. The school-master
said tnat these people are called Qileres (?),; ",hien J cannot
understand, as they claim also to be one stock with tHe iiiOo
habitants of Taos arid Isleta.
The 1st Estllfa is reetaiigliiar, 55' long x 25' wide; bUIlt
above ground--"'-'of adooe=-:altat ifilder the entrance in roOf
~Timbel's of, pine, Very massive, 12 to 14':. squa:ied with
blilfittools: The inferior has no wall decoratiOns, but tliere
were many indications of some approacnlng feast or dance:
Blue and white paiiits in pots'-=-Cedar, gaflands, Spanish
Bayonet & amble 'leaves...:.:..:.tortoise rattles and an oblong
drUm. When I' was down there; a couple Of rude ihdians
ran Up at fun sPeed, breathlessly descended the esttifa and
ordered me to leave. I told thern I was big capitan from
WashIngton & wouid leaVe when I got ready and not Before.
After I ha:d surveyed the interior, 'very carefully; i ieft.
The 2n esttifa is iii ftiliisand IS hot used. Our examination of the puebio was interrupted by Hail's cailingout that
iunch was ready.-braced by our exercise, we ate heartily of
the food whIch he had prepared.

a

8. Beniam:in M; Thomas was Southerri Apache agent, 1873 to 1874; In the latter
year the office in New Mexico of "Superintendent of Indian AffairS" was aholished,
and iri the resulting adjustments Thomas was made Pueblo Indian agent at Santa Fe
(1874) and from 1876 to 1882 (perhaps longer) he also served as special agent in
New Mexico for the Indiim Bureau. The LegislatiVe Blue Book of the Territo1'!/ of
New Me",ico (1st ed., Santa Fe, 1882), 122-124.
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Iii ahotlier hoflse, a big bundie Of parrot feathers. iii
another hbuse, there is one window of selenite. Pottery
very scarce in Sandia.
.
Pueblo pardly worth visiting ,but as ,a point qf interest
l,inay. say that.tllere ~re p~ople here WD-O caV. themselves
Moquih'os and chUm to have b'een driven from Moqui.
Bourke was right, of course, in recognizing the people
of Sandia as belonging to the Tigua linguistic stock rather
than 'to the Queres. The early Tigua country extended
from south of Isleta to a little north of Sandia, DurIng the
Pueb.io Rebellion of 1680 the people scattered and. their·
pueblo was burned. For two generations many of them
lived in the Hopi country and doubtless there was some
intermarriage with that people. From 1742 to 1748 many
of their descendants were persuaded to return to their
former home and old. Sandia was rebuiit.
Of tHe various pueblos of the Queres peopie, Bourke,
had already visited. and described Santo Domingo in, August
when he was on his way to see the Hopi Snake Dance;9 and
he had just come from Acoma and Laguna; He had still to
visit San Felipe andC6chitf (both north of Sandia), and
Santa Aha and cia (hot'll up the Jemez riVer 'from Bernaliiio) ; aild he wanted aiso to iilClude in fiis sUrvey the
singie puei:>io of the j~mez -peopie (ten miles north of Cia),
It seems best to reserve BourKe's notes on these @ueres }md
Jemez pueblos for a separate Chapter, aha conciude his
survey Of the Tigua people Witli the data whiCh he gathered.
in a quick trip to 'EI Paso, Texas. He felt that his worl<:
would be incomplete without a visit to the descendants of
those Tiguas whom:, at the Hme of the Puebio Rebellion, the
Spaniards had transplanted to "Isleta del Sur."
With yoiing Strout and the negro orderly, Hall, Liei.l~
tenant BourKe arrived Iii Santa F~ (Nov. 7, iSSl) where he
turned in the army ambuiance.:.:.:-with which he had hoped
to reach the Coconino Indiahs=and relieved hims'elf of the
9., Tne notes which he g"tIiered at santo Doming'", Boui-i{e himself published
iii The Sniike Diince of the lIlo'quiS of 'Arizona (t:andi,,;; iS84h i C53: They form ii
necessary part of his ethh<?iogical survey iii tile Southwest.
'
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ethnological material which he had collected during the trip
west. He was then free to take the train for EI Paso; after
telegraphing ahead to Fort Bliss of his coming.
If the following notes, or those of any other of the
pueblos which he visited, seem to be heterogeneous and fragmentary, the reader is again referred to the outline which
Bourke prepared before he began his survey.1O It will be
seen that he was working methodically, jotting down only
the significant facts and especially any variations noted
f!om the pueblos which he had previously visited. He intended. the result to be a composite picture of the entire
Pueblo Indian culture as it was in 1881.
November 8th 1881. Tuesday. Remained in Santa Fe.
Met Col. G. O. Haller, Genl. Hatch and Col. G. V. Henry.
Dined with Mrs. and Miss Lee and their guest, Mrs. Torrey.
November 9·th 1881. Wednesday. A furious storm of snow
and wind ushered in the morning. Made ready to start for
EIPaso, Texas. Started in the afternoon at 3, and got to
Lamy Junction without incident, except that which might
have been expected from such a furious tempest-a detention of the train from the East. In the same compartment
with .me below Lamy, was the Hon. Mr Ashburn, M. P., the
gentleman who once raced yachts with James Gordon
Bennett Jr. across the Atlantic Ocean. His keen remarks
upon men and countries he had seen interested me greatly
and kept me from thinking of going to bed until after midnight. He surprised me much by insisting that the British
'oyster was superior in flavor to our best American. I demurred saying that I had always understood the flavor of
the British oyster was coppery. He refused to admit this
and said that once, when a member of a parliamentary. commission to examine the Fisheries Question, he had studied
with great care all data obtainable with regard to the oysters
of America, England, and Holland, arriving at the conclusion above given. When he spoke of England's naval
supremacy and insisted that she had or soon would have
armored vessels to cope with the iron-clad monsters owned
by Italy & Russia, I took occasion to remark that it was a
10. See New Mexico Historicdl Review. X (1935), 281. As there stated, the
outline, or UList of Questions," which .he prepared for his own guidance may be con..
sulted most readily in his book, On the Border with Crook (1891), 262-275.
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shame' that the lords of the Admiralty in place qf commemorating the names, virtues & services. Of such eminent
heroes. as Chic:tleley, Shovel, Nelson, Collingwooq,Drake
and Howard of Effingham, gave to her ships of war such
meaningless appellations as the Indomitable; Bpxer, Reso~
lute, Minotaur &c. &c, 'rhis he conceded to be a pungent.
and well-deserved censure.'
No;vember 10th 1881. Thursday. During the night, ou"!"
train passed down the Rio Grande valley, past old Fort
Craig, the scene of my first services as a commissioned
officer. When we awakened thIs morning,. we were at
Rincon, a station 275 m. S. of Santa, F'e, and the point of
junction of the EI Paso branch,u
.
A phenomenal snow-storm had occurred in the' night,
covering the ground to a depth of three' inches, and making the telegraph wires look like gre.at white ropes. It
was still falling, falling in slender, white flakes, much to
the awe of the Mexicans who. said that no .such storm had
,ever been known in the valley. 1 served at ForLCraig, only
a few miles 'above this point, during the whole' winter of
'69 and '70, without seeing 1/10 so much snow.
.
The "branch" train came along in the course of a few
.moments. We sped boldly. and safely down across the
"Jornada del Muerto," once the dread of thetraveller whose
lif,e was imperilled by lack of water and over-abundance of
Apaches. 12
.
Turn'ing again to the v~lley of the Rio Grande, we
found it here a beautiful stream, lined with a heavy growth
of cottonwoods, whose branches were white and silvery in
their unwonted festooning of virgin snow. Seventy-seven
miles below Rincon and 350 south of Santa Fe, we ran
alongside of the track of the Southern Pacific from San
Francisco and,on the right bank of the river, saw the stone
monuments marking the line of separation' between the
dominions of Gringo and Greaser,. The track of the Texas
Pacific also runs here :-a small section, built to secure
charter but not yet used.
.
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11. Only on March 19 of this year .had the Santa Fe Railroad made connection at
Deming, New Mexico, with the Southern Pacific Railroad which had built eastward
fro~ California. Evidently, at first, this through.service to the coast was regarded
as the main line, and the line from Rinc6n Bouth to EI Paso waB merely a branch
line.

12. ThiB iB a rather surprising slip for Bourke to have made. The J ornada Is
north. not Bouth, of Rinc6n, and the train had already crossed it when Bourke awoke
at that station.
.
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Three.:quarters ofa fuile north Of the town of Ei Paso, is
Fort Bliss: Where was received by the Post,Qorinnander,
Qblonel FI.etclier" 23d Infantry, and my.old friends Heyl,
PblloCK; Clark bf same regiment, as well as by Hay, 2311
(who came in lat~r,) and by Dimmick, 9th Cavalry, Davis,
15 th Infantry' and by Assistant Surgeon Taylor. Break.:;
fasted with Heyl, Fletcher and Davis.
Lunched .with Pollock ahd his charming family.
Dined with Heyl. '.
.
. ..
'. . .
In the evening, called upon Mrs, Dimmick, Mrs: Cl~rk &
Mrs, Hay, and.then, with, Colonel Fletche.r, Heyl ahd Davis;
drove to EI 'paso, Texas'-'-a town; half American,. half
Mexican, destined soon to become a rail.:.road centre Of the
first magnitude.
'
Nov(ymbe/r Dth 1881 FiiddY.
Finished breakfast itilds'tarted III an ambUlance fbi the
town of I,sleta, Texas, formerly an Ifidlan ppefiib, exClusivel)..,
bilt riow largely occupied by Mexicans & Americans.
.
We first passed tHrough the town of.;E1 Paso, (the
AinerIcan or Texas toWii of that name;) ahd then 'parallel
to the line of tlie Southern Pacific· aria theiiiiraiied grafle
of the Texas Pacific arid· sometimes uSIng the iatter as a
carriage"'way; We moved; south. Of east; down the valley:oI
the Rib Grande; ih tHis Vicinity abroad ,ar,ea of fertile,
araJ::ile land traversed By it fine s'treafu Of crystill Water;
There is an excell~p.t supply of cottonwood, wil1o'\X. ahd
false mesquit~; tog~ther with a jungle of "arrow weed" and
go6'dgr,a'ss; all iI).dicatioii 'of tlie ricliness 6f tl.J.e soil. Witli
a little labor arid intelligent application; tHis immense area
could oe in,a.de a srp.all state by itself, At pf.esefit; it Is
uncultivated and unbroKen savea.t great iiitervals by small
corn-tiel,ds, orcnar,dsqr vi:rie-y~rds Of Mexici'm farmers,~
the YUlld from whiCh; in quantIty and quality; serves yearly
to demonstrate the truth Of my comm.ehts, Dticks· geeseturtle-doves and quail's are numerous along the bahK~ o~ tli~
river bf in the shady coverts of tHe mesquite ahd \viUow
thickets. We met on our road long trafns 6f Wagons, loaded
with Mexican and American laborers and implements; returning to the town of EI Paso from work upon the Rail
Roads.
It IS reported that a junction of the Texas :Pacific ahd
Southern Pacific R R.'s is to be made two weeks from to day,
as only three miles of a gap now remains to be laid with
rails. This will give us another and most important trans-
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continental connection and will open to the commerce of the
w9ri~ a"g:r?llci" r~gl;m in~-W. T~fCas a,I}d;' Nqrthe:rn MefCico,
in Wllich' ~~e 1ipan, Ap:;tcll-~, Cqwan~he 8y Kjckapqs h:;tv~
~l,1W l~te~y h~ld -ab~oh;lte sw~y. 'fhe ~li,m?-te of this vaHey
i~ sq famoils :fori~s geI}i;:lJ, pe?-lth-giving qua~iti~s, especi?-IJy
in wi:t;lt~:r, ~~at I sh:;tll ma~e nt? ext~ndeq refere:qce ~o it ~n
these notes.
"'~e~ch~~ IsI~ta in a coupJe of l;1.ou:r~. It js 1~ to 15 m:
frQm J1qrt BFF'~: Wen~ to the §ltQ~~~ of Mr ~~hut~, W49
~jn9.ly jnviteq me to ~un~h with hilI} ~ pr~!;\entec:l II}E! tq hi~
f!i1?t~:r, th~ wif~, 9f p~~tenant P?-y, ~tJ! C:;tvalry:
'l,'A<:] P\H~Qlq of Il?leta is now §q -tl\QFQl,lghly ipc9:rpqr;:J,teq
~n th~ M£:l:l'ii~~l).:-AgJ.~rjca,:q town of ~sl~t3c that H reqljir~~ J:!
very ~c<;1.Jp,a,t~ ~cqu:;tintance with the plilC.(l to tell which !!r~
the houses of the Indian and which those of their more
cIvilized-neighbors. The" 'houses' are' alCof adobe, 'one story
in height a,nq' op'eping both -by wiiidows & -~90r§l up'on the
grol]nq floor, the w"e 9~ ladger~ b~iI}g ~ntir~ly disc~r<l~d:
In dress a:qd, manner, tl:).e nativ~s of the pqeblQ IHl.V~ imitated their Mexican rel~tives. M:;tny of them have Me:?Ci~~n
wives ~nd U!~p.y Mexi<;~ns hay~ married' waidens froIp. the
Pt!~Plq: Th!!' infl1!,~qI} 9+ foreig:t;l qlqoQ betrays itself i:q tll~
ligllteJ{ comple:l'i!on, softer :fe;:ttur~!" g(lptler e~pressiqp gng
rud,<Her ~h-~e~s' ()fthe YQung peopl~, sev~:ral Qf those whQ:Q;1 I
met being quite gOQq J09R-ing.
In the first h9l!S~ I ~ntered, a pile of blue. corn l;:ty llPQTI
the floor drying as in the Qth~r PlJeblos~;:t c.himney extended
a,cross one sid.~ of the :roqrn a,nq ~ metilte 9! odd. !,hap~ was
c.onstructeq clQse to the fire pl~c~. J f!aW ;:J, :shield, POWI;; am!
~rrows, guns, g bunq.l~ of' ell.gl~ fe~tpe:ri3 ~Jl~ 9- pair of
1poQq,en sp1,lrs h;:tngipg. tQ pfters-:-:-:-bl]t bey(mg. th~s~ notl:).jng
wpa,tever to lea,d me to suspe<;t t~a,t J Wa,sn't in th~ house 9f
a,I} humbJe a,nd inq.u/?triolJs fa,mily of M~~i~g,:qi3.
The head of the f;;nnily was assisting l:).is wife with tl:).~
w:e~k's wasl;1, wringing put th~ cptton clothing whic:p. waq
~o9-k!ng in large ~al7then olIas of domestic !llak~. J must
llaye rel'j,~h~q th~ Plleblo tlPQP a, w;:tSll-4ay, l'j,S ill ~~ch house,
both men and women were hard at work getting through
wjth the duties of th~ la,l!I}dry: A~~:t;j~~n Ja,di~s :rnig~t
1.~?-rIl 11 J~~~on from tllei:r htlIJlpl~ f?i!?.te:n~ of JsI~ta, ;:p?:<;f ip.
place of driving their husbands away fvom home on Blue
Monday, gently insist upon his remaining and lending his
powers'
for. ".to'th~_'performance-.. of' . any
. . service he might
" be able
-..

i
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One of the younger men whom I met in the 3d house
I entered said he'd be glad to take me to the house of the
governor. Oil my way thither, he said that their pueblo
had always furnished scouts and guides to the soldiers in
their campaigns against the Apaches. The year before last.
nineteen of them had gone down the river to intercept the
Apaches, but the latter ambushed them & two of the Isleta
Indians were killed, one of the killed being my 'guide's own
brother. This young man was perfectly willing to converse
with me concerning his people and to ~how me everything
I wished to see-he said that the Pueblos raised ~verything
to eat except potatoes. They have apples, pears (the peat:
trees are very old & very large), peaches, apricots and
grapes-the last in great quantity. Plums were not raiserl.
Corn, wheat, barley, chile, onions, ,beans, sweet potatoes, eggs, peas,-everything except potatoes.
They had horses, oxen, cows, burros, mules,-chickens
and pigs. I saw a couple of boys driving a large herd of
sheep and goats, but I couldn't tell whether they were
Indian, or Mexicans or Half-breeds.
To my, questions concerning the clans, he returned a
reply that they did not have any-that this pueblo was now
entirely Mexican' and had given up many of the' old "costumhres." I told him quietly that he lied and that I knew '
as much about the pueblos as he did; thatl had visited them
all & had been told everything I ,wanted to know by the
governors and head men of the other villages.
By this time, we had, reached the, house of Juan
Severiano Gonzalez, the acting governor of the town, a
very polite and courteous old man, who received' me with
urbanity, made me take a seat and when I had explained
the object, of my visit, said in, a very kind tone that he
would be glad to give me,all the information in his'power:
He was not the real ,governor--only the lieutenant and
acting in his place-the real governor lived with three or
four families a little' over a league out of town, near the
plaza of Socorro. 13 However, as he was one of the oldest
13. Bourke speaks of Socorro as if it were a purelY Mexican plaza. He makes no
mention' 'of the Piro Pueblo Indians and unfortunately seems not to have known that
SOcorro and Senecn (on the'Mexican side of the Rio Grande) were, both established
by the' Spaniards in 1681 with Piro Indians from New Mexico, as Isleta del Sur had
been established with Tignas.
In this connection it may be of interest to record that, in December 1923, there
were, in a suburb of Juarez known 8S "el barrio del pueblo," fifty-five descendant8
of the' early Piros who were maintai~in~ their tribal omnization and ceremonials.
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men ."in the village and had once been governor, he was
confident that .he could teli me all that I was anxious to
learn.
The people pf Isleta, Texas, were Tiguez, speaking the
same language with those at Isleta, New Mexico and Sandia,
and one· something different· from that of Taos & Picuris.
Some of them, with the governor, lived outside of the
pueblo, in and around the Mexican plaza of Socorro, as he
had already stated; and another small party. had crossed
the river to the Chihuahua side arid made their home near
Zaragossa,
They have all adopted the customs and manners of the
Mexicans and have intermarried with them; only three old
men persist in wearing the queue.· The women and girls
wear Mexican clothing altogether.
. While we were conversing, one of his young daughters,
a pretty girl of 12 or 15, was trying on a calico frock just
finished. He confirmed all that the young man had told me
about their farms and vineyards-and about their furnish~
ing scouts to the Army in time
war with hostile Indiaris.
They have no eagles and no estufas. They formerly had
them, but not of late y.ears;
Now, when they want to arrange for'a feast, they use
some unoccupied house. They are very fond of dancing iIi
the Mexican fashion.
Last night there was a "baile" in the house of
;
and tomorrow night there was to be. another in
's.
house. Had I noticed the pretty room over in that house?
(pointing.)
Yes. Well, that was all painted & fixed up for bailes
exclusively..
I proceeded cautiously in my conversation, not caring
to run too great a risk-of failure. I let him see that I knew a
great deal about Indians and told him that during the past
summer, my, travels had included· all thepueblos-Moquis,
Zunis, Teguez and Jemez.
I then explained what I knew about the clans and clan
rules, and asked him if the same divisions existed among his
people.

of

Also, since ·the early 1860's, there has lived in· the Mesilla valley seven miles south
of Las Cruces a tribe of Indians known as Tortugas. These people are 'partly Piro
but mostly Tigua and originated from the El PasO'-Juarez pueblos. "They have been
entirely over-lool,ed by anthropologists.
.
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Ii~ l?~jQ ye§,-,-,-~~g tol.g !ll~' ~l1a,t he W~I? Mlki? ~;nd h!§
a.!!Q ~hUgren, Agl,lil~~ The!!, P~;:l,g goy~rnQ!', whQm h~'

styled cacique, was also Aguila. The young man whQ
c(;nne with me was Sol.
The complete list of their clans was:
Maiz
A~ila

cqrn
ea:gle

Sol

~un

Agp,a

water
turquoise
bear
turtle dove
rabbit
waterpl.elop
goose

Chalchihuitl
Oso
Tortolita
Conejos
Sandia
Ganso

h~ct

r4~ Pueb.lQ w~~ yery ~n.!aJI now ang D1lq bllt few cIJ!n§
3:pd ~hese hag QnJy 3: f~w in. ea,<;,I:t Qn~· FQrm~J,"l.Y, ~h~:r~ w~r~
W~PY Glans apg JJl,aJ).y f~mme~ in ~~ch. T4~y us~d to lla,ve
the OQyotE! and Ql,lle.br~, bllt these were now extinct. 'rh,E!y
I:tad no Cibola, l?unchi, ChaD;1isa, ~apo, Tejqp, Verenq~.
Lagartija or Calabaza.
I tr-ied hard to know whether or not the GansQ, which
he called "Gallina de la Si$rra!' was' not th~ same wit4tp.~
Turkey, which is called Gallina de la Tierra, and altho' he
persisted in using the Spa,nish WQr9 G~n$9; '~"~~ '~erta:in
~hat the word slu)ulq b~ ':fqrk;ey, ~s in ~lle Qth~r pqe).;>los, Qt
the sa!lle langua,ge. So wi~h the Qne he ca,ll~d $~ndia,"7'7J
think that, perhaps, ought to be Calabaza. I am not, PQ~jt!V~
. whether he-sai!l thE!y had no Huacamayo or that they had a
small cIano! thaI name." The" explanation
thjs' uncertaipty is to be +qund in the fact. that I. was a.fr,l:tid to let him
see me write. down wllat he said, ap9 ha,d to a,dopt the policy
of letting- him talk first and then I pulled out my memoranda, imd rapidly outlined his convers'adon, losing one or
two points in so doing. The old man seemed anxious to
know 'where that book was going-=:-:-I told him to the Great
fa,ther. in Wa,shington.
:I{esaiq tha,t their hOllse~ b.elonged to ~he women-:-a.n
examination showed they had the same rules of prop~rty Qz;
descent as among the other pueblos. The pueblo now has 36
~'cabeias de familia" and four widows.
,- Tt~ qld' m~.n'~ hqu~e w~s w~H st9GkElg wit4 holy pictures in tin frames and one of thE! roorns was arrangeq at
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one end as an oratory, the Saints' pictures being resplendent
in a gorgeous setting of the green, yellow and red cut tissue
paper, used by our German barbers and saloon-keepers for
a decoration upon their ceilings during hot weather.
The old man complained that the Americans and Mexicans were crowding into theIr beautiful valley and taking
up, without any recompense, land belonging to the people of
the pueblo.
.
I bade the good-hearted old man Good Bye and then
hurried. over to make a rough sketch of the front of the
church.
The afternoon was waning-15 miles of sandy and
muddy road had to be passed over before I could get to
Bliss,-my work was done-I bade Good Bye to Mr. Schutz
and entered my ambulance. We discovered just in the nick
of time that one of the springs was broken. This we spliced'
with a rope, .a drunken Irishrrian looking on with nods of
approval.
"Boss, oi'd loike to roide wid yez to' town."
"Sorry. Can't do it. Spring busted."
"Well Boss ; yer a foine, generous'-looking, high-toned gintilmin. Boss, oi wurrucked on the Iron Mountain Road in
'50, long ~ifoor you were bor-run. Lind me a shillin' to kape
a poor bi from the horrors."
.
"Can't do it. I send all my spare change to the benighted
heathens."
"Phat's thot?"
.
"I send, all my money to the poor heathens."
"Arrah, thin, bad luck to yore sowl, shure yiz hav a
glitther in yer off eye wud shcare a poor stharvin' widdy
into her grave."
.
"Bad luck to yiz &c. &c. &c. &c."-so long as we were within
ear'-shot.
,
.
Reached Fort Bli~s by dusk. Dined with Captain and
. Mrs. Pollock " .1414.

Bourke adds the notation: Isleta has old wooden carts.
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CHAPTER

XXV

THE QUERES AND JEMEZ PUEBLOS
E NOW

return to Sandia from which pueblo on Novem-

W ber 3rd Bourke proceeded north in his army ambulance

to visit San Felipe and Cochiti. He then returned south to
Bernalillo, crossed the Rio Grande by the old toll-bridge, and
followed the old road up the Jemez river to visit Santa Ana,
Cia, and· Jemez.
From Sandia to San Felipe, the distance is 12 m.
through the same kind of country as already noted (the
valley of the Rio Grande). Villages dotted our path and
one town of considerable size,' Bernalillo, pleased us very
much by its picturesque situation, and its look of solid homelike. comfort.
The fiat-roofed houses, embowered in the verdure of
peach,. apple and apricot trees and surrounded by broad
vineyards had a thrifty look-plenty of chickens and herds
of fat cattle, confirmed our first favorable impressions of the
place.
.
The new houses in course of construction by. the Perea
and Otero families are extremely neat, three stories in height
-ornamented with bay windows and verandahs after the
American style.
.
Lightning-rod fiends, with glib lying tongues have
penetrated to this seclusion as the copper-tipped rods attest.
Bought a bottle of native wine for half a dollar at the
house of a well-to-do Mexican.
A mile or less below San Felipe, hired an Indian for
a piece of tobacco to conduct us across the ford of the Rio
Grande. Effected the passage without trouble under his
guidance, altho' the current pushed with great power
against our ambulance.
San F'elipe is situated on R. bank of the Rio Grande,
at foot of a frowning, barren mesa of black b.asalt. It
encloses a square of 12 or 15 houses on a side and a few out:.
side. Entering the plaza, we passed several old-fashioned
wooden carts, noticed that nearly all the windows were of
selenite, and ascended the ladder leading to the house of the
Governor. We explained who we w.ere and were kindly welcomed and invited to descend to the room where the women
of the household had just set out the evening meal. Of this,
we were asked to partake and fearing to appear discour-
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teous, complied. We ate some, bread, stewed' peaches and
mutton, roasted in pieces on an iron spit.
The Governor's house was small but scrupulously clean
-he said that he had another house which was empty and
at our service. We accepted his offer and, followed by a
retinue of 25 or· 30 bright-looking children & 5 or 6 women
& men, went to take up our quarters there.
I engaged the Governor in conversation, learned from
him that his people belonged to the Querez 'nation, that San
Felipe was called Katis-cha and then .when I thought
everything was ripe, read to him the list of Laguna clans.
He laughed heartily and said that here they had' the same
"janos,'" excepting the Huacamayo, now extinct, and [had
also] the Tortolita or lo-o-ca-janos, to which his children
belonged.!
. .
The houses here belonged to the women. When one of
their girls loved a young man & wanted to marry him, she
could ask him.
The room in which' we were placed served Hall as a
kitch~n and as a general reception. room into which
thronged not less than 20 or 25 of the people 'of the pueblo,
mostly women & children.
.
An old man brought us a dozen and a half of fresh eggs,
for which,. much to his pleasure, he received a shining halfdollar. A young girl brought us enough fuel for our supperfire and was paid a quarter.
A crazy man here entered-his head shaved close to
his skull-The Governor said he was dumb and "loco"He excited great hilarity among the young girls and a corresponding amount of irritation among the matrons. The
Governor said that he belonged to the lo-oca (Tortolita)
jano.
I made the governor tell me the clan of everybody in
. the room. There were representatives of the Chami or
Eagle, Jo-o-ca or Tortola, Sapo and Bunchi. Half a dozen
boys ran away when they heard me ask about their "gentes"
or "janos." The Governor's name is Pedro Jose Quivera in
Spanish & Ah-fit-che, in his own idiom.
Our room was 14' sq., 6' to the ceiling-rafters, which
were of round peeled pine, 6" thick, covered with smaI1
branches, hay and mud. A door 3' high and 18" wide1. In a footnote Bourke adds the Bunchi (tobacco) clan: and refer~ to later
mention of the Chalchihuitl.
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opened from the outside & in same wall was an unglazed
aperture, afoot long horizontally and 5" high. The E. side
of room was given up to the chimney, which had 2 flues, one
in each corner. A second door of same dimensions as the
first led into a second chamber. Walls, all white-washed.
Floor, of packed earth.
Squatted like toads around 2 sides of the room were
seven children, each wrapped in a black & white banded
coarse "Navajo" blanket.
Invited the chiefto sup with us and handed to his wife,
daughter and little brother who stood behind us-pieces of
bread plastered with jam and egg olpelet.
The Governor said that there were two live eagles in
this pueblo-none in Sandia and none in Isleta.
He also gave us the following as the correct list of the
clans ofSan Felipe :
.
Aguila
Sol (almost extinct.)
Agua
Culebra. (Extinct.)
Encino. (Extinct.)
Verenda. (Antelope.)
Tejon. (extinct.) (Badger.)
Maiz

Oso. (Extinct.)
H uacamayo (Extinct.)
Frog
Turkey.
Coyote
Tortolita.
Bunchi
(No Cibola or Chamisa.)

The Governor then showed us· around the town which
consists of two plazas instead of one as I at first wrote.
In the clear light of the almost full moon, nothing was hidden from us. The little houses of adobe plastered on outside, opened on· the different plazas were almost all two
stories high-the lights from within streaming through
the selenite slabs. Children were standing on the roofs of
several of the houses; this, our guide said, was allowed .after
sunset, none could go away from home or leave the pueblo.
5 or 6 large boys were singing together in a corner of the
plaza:. he said, he didn't mind that, so long as they created
no disturbance. The song was almost if not quite, the same
as those sung by the Apaches. At first, he said there were
two eagles in the pueblo: but we saw three and then he
remembered that there were four and promised that tomorrow. we should see them all, as well as the estufa & the
church.
He also promised to have the pueblo warned at daybreak that we wanted to buy pottery, stone axes & such
things.
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He told me that their harvest this year had been exceptionally good and that they had raised quantities of
peaches, apples, beans, plums, apricots, beets, chile, tomatoes corn & wheat.
We saw'many'turkeys and chickens and the usual contingent of dogs and burros. Horned cattle, sheep, goats,
mules, burros, & horses,-they have a sufficiency of all these.
. He denied that his people ate dogs, altho he said they were
eaten in Acoma, Zuni, Moqui & Laguna. He said they .had .
men to make the "rounds" at night and showed us the man
who was to be 'on guard tonight. This man we were 'asked
to treat kindly if he should come to our house, but-all
others we should drive home.
Before retiring, Strout & myself pledged each other in a
glass of Rio Grande wine.
Distance to-day 26 to 30 m.
th
November 4 1881. Friday. Dawn had scarcely broken
when our quite too too friendly friends came to pay us a
visit. We were all still in our blankets, a circumstance that
.made little difference to the gentle savages. The Governor
arip' one or two of the highest in rank were asked to test
Hall's cooking.
After breakfast, to the Estufas. 1st is circular, overground, entered by la:dder 2 through roof, 15 paces in D., 10'
high. Built of adobe; iriterior, white-washed fl'Oor of
packed· earth--<>ne little window one ft. sq. and the recess
of "Oma-a" on one side.3 Well-lighted from top, but roof
leaks. Roof made of round peeled pine logs 1. ft. in D. covered with saplings and the latter with clay.
2. "Which liad a side, was strongly built and was a regular 'companion way.' "J. G. B.
3. According'to Bourke's Hopi notes, "Oma-a" w'as the Cloud Chief or Rain God.
"From him is received water to refresh the parched crops. In each estufa may be
Been a small niche, sometimes in one of the walls, sometimes in the floor, in which
offerings of corn, tobacco, pumpkin seeds, and sacrificial plumes are deposited for
this deity upon occasions of ceremony."
At one of the two kivas in the pueblo of Hano, he noted: "In this estufa the
niche or 'door. of Oma-a' was not in the floor as is generally the. case in the Moqui
villages proper. The difference is hardly worthy of note, .but it should not be forgotten
that the Teguas are not of ·the same blood as the Moquis, but belong to the same tribe
as the people of San Juan and San Ildefonso on the Rio Grande." See Snake Dance
of the Moquis, pp. 120, 129, 130.
Here is an interesting paint for the anthropologist to solve. Was this ceremonial
feature of the kiva which Bourke calls variously "the' niche or door of Oma-a" and
"Omaha hole" identical with what has been called by other Writers the ".i-pa-pu"?
At no point in all hi. voluminous notes does Bourke use the latter term; and the
first use -of his own terms appears when he was in the Hopi pueblos.
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Th 2d Estufa, complete reproduction of the 1st but in
better condition. No characters on walls in either.
Chimneys of houses, of "ollas." Ovens on roofs and on
ground.
Saw the four caged eagles. A crier was calling through
the pueblo that everybody must go out hunting for rabbits
to feed the Eagles.
In one of the houses, we counted nineteen people, from
the tottering coughing great-grandfather to the babe just
born. The head of the family was painting arrow-shafts
with bullock's blood.
.
Saw no Albinos. Entered a house: saw. Navajo and
Moqui blankets; three bow drills, feather boxes & abalone
shells. Make black & white pottery. Don't use "boomerangs," use clubs for killing rabbits.
To reach the Pueblo of Santana, we had to make a detour going South along Rio Grande as far as Bernalillo
(10 @ 12m.) to reach the bridge and the direct road.
Our numbers were increased by the Governor who
asked us to give him a lift in our conveyance. He was quite
conversational and told me that he had forgotten one "jano"
or gens-the Chalchihuitl which he said, was also to be
found in Isleta and Santana.
The people throw corn-meal to the "Sun" early every
morning, but that is one of our old "costumbres"-we never
speak of such things to the Mejicanos. We have a "padre"
-R6mulo, who has a mission here and comes down from
Pefia Blanca.· He was here and said mass yesterday morning.
'
"We have the church and we have the Estufa too, our
own 'oficio.' The people of Moqui have snakes in their Estufa-I've heard about it. I've also heard that they used
to have them in S;mdia, but I don't think they have them
now. And at Cicuye, the Peco pueblo-I've heard they used
to have snakes and that they let the snakes eat their children. The people of that pueblo were Tu-e. (Le. Taos.) but
they all went to Jemez. Santana in our language is called
Ta-may-ya."
.
On our way to Bernalillo, passed by the corn-fields of
Santana, most of which are on E. bank of Rio Grande.
Cross.ed the river by a very good bridge, paying $1.00 for
toll for our wagon. On W. bank, the road to Santana is
sandy and hilly. It passes by an old pueblo not far from
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the bridge. 4 A league beyond this are the vestiges of still
another pueblo, like the 1st in the valley of the Santana or
Jemez river, a stream wider than the Rio Grande, but not
over six inches in depth flowing swiftly through sanddunes of from 10 to 75 ft. in height. Our road was extremely
sandy. and our progress very slow.
We passed a long train of wagons and carts, not less
than 20, drawn by four·or 6 oxen each, driven by Santana
Indians, going to carry home their crop of corn. Thus,
necessity has made the Santaneros great owners of wagons
and oxen and very fair drivers. Our friend the Governor, at
the last moment, asked us to take him along as far as
Cochiti-and said he could be of great help to us. 5 We
agreed to give him $1.00 per diem and to feed him and pay
his expenses, the.total being equal to $2.00 a day-very good
pay for a Pueblo.
We were exposed to a sandstorm, blown by a biting
North wind, chilling us to the marrow. Pedro Jose whiled
away the weary drive by telling me of the great war with
the Mexicans. (the Pueblo revolt of 1680)
(The priest of Cochiti: the faithful sacristan-the conspiracy-the warning-;-the lighted candle left in priest's
room, the sacristan carries him on his back across the Rio
Grande. The priest sets out for the South; hides in a wood
near San Felipe. Discovered' drinking from river by the
town-crier. (San. Felipe then on the top of the lava mesa.)
Hunting party find him-"No llores, padre." Conversation.
Divest him of clothing. Dress him in buckskin shirt-paint
his face-put a band around his head-Pursuing party
from Cochiti. Demand the surrender of Padre: refused.
Return for reinforcements. Battle. San Felipe. deprived of
water. Priest opens his veins &c. "Asi platiquen; asi dicen."
Pedro also said that in "old days" Indians were all the time
at war with each other.)
Reached Santana. Went into camp; while Hall was
getting lunch, I wrote up my notes. Indian boy helped us
4. Evidently this was the old Tigua pueblo site known as Kua-ua. lately excavated. In one of the kiv8S important fresco paintings were uncovered.
5. This arrangement indicates that Bourke did not intend to return by the same
road to the Rio Grande, but to follow the old stage-road which ran from Santa Fe
to Fort Wingate, and passed through the Mexican plaza of San Isidro. Bourke
would hit it between Jemez and Cia pueblos, wind eastward through the foothills and
drop down to the Rio Grande at Sile, and the ford to Pefia Blanca. At this point the
governor could trudge about five miles south to San Felipe; and Bourke would drive
three miles north to Cochiti pueblo.
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with water and fuel. Governor & most ,of the men absent
carrying home corn. One or two old men came up to see us.
The town is quite large-houses, 2 stories mostly, very
few entered from ground; mostly all by ladders. Windows
of selenite & glass, or both. Houses of adobe, plastered on
outside.
Have old and new carts. Dogs, cats, chickens, cows,
oxen, burros. Eagle. ovens on ground & on roofs both.
There are 2 Estufas 1st is 20 paces D. '[diameter]
partly over & partly underground, 10' above & 4' belowcircular.:-.built of stone, 'laid in mud, plastered on outside;
whitewashed within; well lighted from ladder aperture and
one open window, one ft square. Lintel of the window, of
small pieces of wood. Beams, one foot in, D,-black with
smoke, supported by uprights, 5" thick-,Oma-a hole. Altar
'of mud. The 2nd Estufa is counterpart of the 1st in all
respects; excepting that it has two Oma-a holes. 6 Each with
a little olla. A cross was affixed to the white-washed wall.
In their' houses, beef drying,-chile, corn, hides
stretched out in front. Each house has a small verandah or
portal. Wooden troughs,-mud chicken-coops and dog
houses. Inside 1st house, a big drum, tortoise rattles, watermelons by the score hanging to rafters, Reception room, 35'
long, 18' wide, 8 ft. high, banquette 8" high, 3' wide running
around the room, roof, of round, peeled pine 6' covered
with saplings & earth. In one corner of room a sort of closed
vault of adobe, 10' long, 4' wide, 41;2 ft. high, in which was
sealed up wheat. On other side, dried pumpkin, buffalo
robes, Navajo blankets on horizontal poles. The ,Santanas
make unusually large, fine alIas and basins. Have abalone
shells.
,
Next the river, is a road 25' wide, the side nearest the
water built up of large blocks of basalt-The corners of
houses also defended by buttresses of same rock.
6. In his notes. made later this same day (see below). at the pueblo of Cia, we
shall find that this matter of the "Oma-a niche" came up again in more close questioning of his informants. At this point we make another query £Or our friends. the
anthropologist and the archaeologist: 'were these ceremonial niches which Bourke
noted in the pueblos of Hopi, Zuni, Tigua, Queres, and Jemez, perhaps a transition
form-possibly a blending of the "si-pa-pu" and the "ceremonial entrance"?
Bourke noted that sometimes the ·'Oma-a hole" was in the floor, in other cases it was
in the wall. It is signiflca;'t that, in 1881, in not a single kiva which he examined
did· Bourke note what the late Dr. J. Walter Fewkes called the "ventilator shaft,"
and, what Dr, Edgar L. Hewett prefers to call the "ceremonial entrance." (See
Hewett, Ancient Life in the American Southwest (1930; 221-222.) If this feature
had been present in anyone of the many kivas which Bourke examined, a man of hi.
keen observation would certainly have commented upon it.
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The Santanas have a number of Eagles, 4 or 5-quantities of turkeys and chickens. The chimneys are of olla.
There are no dismantled and only 2 or 3 unoccupied
houses; the pueblo has all the outward signs of prosperity.
We ate our lunch surrounded by the usual crowd of
good-natured, gaping squaws and children. Some of the
women cut hair across eye-brows. Bought 3 quite pretty
piece~ of pottery.
.
Ate lunch. Bo't 3 eggs for a dime. Santaneros have
built a road for burros and horses up face of the lava mesa
to the E. of them; a work involving much cutting-.
Church of Santana Pueblo, N. M. sketched· November
4 th 1881. Dirnensions 57' broad. 35' high to the foot of belfries. Interior, clean and walls whitewashed, but falling to
ruin.
.
The altar pictures are of unusual merit and display
through all their grime and faded looks the guidance of an
artistic mind. They are four in number, and two others have
rotted from ·their frames. In·an old house, found one of the
corn-meal niches of Laguna' & Acoma, filled.
Inquiring about "Janos," I met with much difficulty, but
drew from a number of those interviewed answers which
Pedro was satisfied with. I learned of the following clans:
Turkey, Chalchihuitl, Tortolita, Coyote, Huacamayo, Maiz
-these from people seen in their houses.
Santaneros & San Felipes make stockings, girdles &
garters of wool. Saw Apache baskets, Navajo bridles,cornmeal niches, drums.
.
Found a garrulous, old man, just. the fellow I wanted
-gav.e him and his wife and son small pieces of tobacco and
when they were in good humor, pumped the following cIani'.
.or "janos" out of them:
Aguila,
Culebra
Tejon.
Oso.
Maiz

. Tortolita
Huacamayo
Turkey
Coyote
Chalchihuitl.

He then said there were no Cibola, Chamisa, Sol, Agua, Encina, Verenda, or Sapo.
.
, .All the houses of Santana face to South: the pueblo is
built in 3 streets, parts' being left vacant to. form plazas.
It is to be observed that Zuni, Acoma, Oraybe and Santana
are remarkable for the number and distance of their outlying farms.
.
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The people of Santana have a better equipment of bows
and arrows than I've seen since I was at Taos and Picuris,
and that they are no mean hunters is proved by the numbers of freshly-killed antelope-skins & deer-skins in each
.
house.
The following are Strout's rough notes of the pueblo:
Chimneys of pottery & adobe.
Most houses, 2 stories high.
Chile, corn & beans, melons and onions. They have many
glass and selenite windows. Have large corrals. Bakeovens, on top of houses & on ground. Houses entered from
above & below: by. ladders & doors.
Cows, oxen, mules, burros, horses, chickens, dogs, cats, turkeys, pigs, Eagles, sheep & goats.
.
Boy hrought us wood & water for 10c. and a box of matches.
Governor went & talked with the inhabitants; when he
returned, he said the Governor (of Santana) was not in
town.
Two old men. came to our fire to talk to us: they had on
Navajo blankets.
.
Houses are plastered on the outside. Cottonwood trough8
for mules & burros. Four eagles in cages. Had several of
the important men of the pueblo, to eat with us. They use
cottonwood and pinon for firewood. No houses seemed
deserted. A child had a toy-cart, made of corn-husks and
another had a rattle made. of. buckskin filled with shot.
Had abalone shells. Had crosses and wooden saints in
every house. One of the streets was built up from the river
with rocks & brush. Ten Indians gathered around: us while
we were eating; gave food to the two oldest and tobacco to
all the rest.
All houses in Santana face to the South. These Indians
mount like· Americans on L. Side (N. B. The Navajoes
mount on either side. J. G. B.)
Have many bows & arrows, with antelope-skin quivers;
evidently hunt much as we saw many green antelope skins
in their houses. There are four streets and two plazas
formed by leaving out a few houses from two streets.
Seven miles of distance separates the pueblo of Santana
from that of Zia; this journey, over good roads and in good
weather should be made in one hour. The road we had to
travel was very bad in the extreme and even by great stress,
we found that 2 hrs. 40 min. were required to put us at Zia.
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We had to cross the broad valley of the Jemez or Santana
creek, which, in other words might be described as half a
.
.
mile of quicksand. .
Having passed that, we floundered through sand-dunes
with not a spear of vegetation. to mar the symmetry of their
wind-rippled contours; or toiled up the steep slopes of hills
of sand covered with a scraggy growth of cedar which in the
pale rays of the rising moon, threw deep and fantastic
shadows across our path. (Footnote: Met, in the moonlight, two Jemez Indians driving a wagon.) At last, the
lights of Zia 'flashed out into the darkness, from the brow of
a little mesa. Once more, we pushed across the river (whose
course we had steadily followed) and reached the entrance
of the pueblo, one of the smallest in the whole list.
I saw a young girl looking at us from the shadow of a
house-corner and called out to her that I wanted to see the
Governor. Met two Jemez Indians at this point. Presently,
a young man came down the hill-side and our friend and
guide "Pedro" explained who. we were and what we wanted.
His words must have been eloquent, for the young man: "I
am not the Governor, I am the Governor's son. My father
has gone to Santa Fe. I don't want you to sleep out there.
It is too cold. Here is a good empty house." Nothing loth,
we followed and were shown into a brand new room, 18 ft.
square, 12' high, earth floor, adobe walls neatly whitewashed, ceilings of square-sawed.pine rafters, and planking,
a good fire-place in one corner and a glass window. This
dainty little den was lighted by a coal-oil lamp (!), supplied
with two pine tables & six pine chairs and a young squaw,
the wife of the young man. Jesus was actively blowing upon
some embers to l'ltart a fire, while a second one ran to get us
some fresh eggs. Nor were our mules forgotten-one boy
brought corn-husks another corn-and a third, fire-wood
and waterSupper! -cried Hall-and my notes had to be discontinued temporarily. I swallowed my meal in haste, being
anxious to improve the early hours of the evening in making
a preliminary tour of the pueblo.
This, I found to my astonishment, to be almost entirely
in ruins; there were lights in nine houses only and many
were occupied as stables for burros & cattle. Allowing for
other families absent or asleep & not having lights in their
houses, there can't be over fifteen families in Zia to-day.
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The deserted and ruined buildings would lead one to believe
thatit contained in its palmy days ten times as many.
When I returned to our house, the Governor's son had
comein and been invited to eat. He was in rare good humor
and responded without any surliness to my questions concerning the clans. He said that he himself was Yovva, or
Maiz,-his wife & children, were Soolk or Coyote. In the
pueblo, there were very few clans because they had so few
people, but counting in the old men & women, the following
clans were represented:
Tortolita, Bunchi, Oso; Maiz, Aguila, Coyote, and, a new
one; the Huash-pa-jano-Chamisa or Sage Brush: This, he
said, also existed at StoD6mingo along with Huacamayo &
Chalchihuitl. Both Pedro and Jesus,under Pedro's tutelage,
became quite communicative: Pedro told Jesus that I knew
everything about Indians and had travelled among Moquis,
Zunis and Navajoes;
Jesus said that the houses here belong to the women;
that in these houses were little vases of corn-meal to throw
to the Sun: "here he said, "I have some, and from his waistbelt, he lifted an old-style cartridge-box and, first drawing
out a little bag of silver, put his fingers in again and drew
out a tiny bag of corn-meal. "See! there is not much of it,"
he said, "it is nearly all gone, but here it is."
Then I asked him if they knew who Omaha was, and they
looked surprised. Finally, Pedro said: "yes, we know."
The next question was rather a searching one: "what was
the object of those niches in the walls of the Santana
Estufa ?---.,in which we had today noticed ollas of corn-meal
and gourd rattles?"
The answer came· very promptly! They contained
offerings to Oma-a and were for the same purpose as those
seen in the Moqui & Zuni Estufas: ."Omaha and the Sun
are the same.
sends rain and harvests. We throw that·
. corn-meal to the Sun that we may have good fortune."7
I now rose up and drew with my pencil upon the wall
a figure: "Oh! yes, we understand that-we have that in
our Estufas too.-That's for Omaha to send rain- Yes,
that is rain- yes, those are clouds- yes, those snakes are
lightning-we know that picture."
I was very much in fear of using up the patience of
my Indians, never very great. Altho' they seemed willing

He
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See· notes 3 and 6. above.
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to talk; I told them to go to bed and come back in the morning to take hreakfast with me and after breakfast we cou}d
talk all we pleased.
Jesus said "We never talk of these things to Mexicans.
We see that you are not a Mexican.-thatyou know much
of our customs and will tell you all you want to know and
show you all you want to see.-the Estufa, the old church
and all our houses.
There'll be some mor~ eggs here for you in the morning.
Buenas Noches, Amigo:"
,
Total distance to-day 2,5 m.,~O m. on ordinary road.
November 5,th 1881. Saturday: Day dawned clear, cold
and beautiful, with the first flush. in the East~rn sky. H~ll
tapped at our window and opened the door followed by' a
delegation, consisting of the son of the Governor and half
a dozen others who ranged themselves quietly around the
walls and watched with un'flagging interest the preparation
of_our breakfast. Stimulated by such attentions, Hall surpassed himself placing before the gaze of the aborigines
poached eggs, tea, hot cakes and beefsteak and onions.
Zia, altho' one of the srriallest pueblos, is one of the most
interesting to the student and traveller. The new houses,
. as I have intimated, are really Mexican cottages with many
modern improvements not to be seen in many of the latter.
The ruined and decayed houses carry one back to very
primitive times.
- .
.He7'e we find walls of round masses of basalt, of vari- .
ous size's from 6" to 12" in D. but generally of the smaller,
found in the immediate vicinity and built up with mud into
walls of regular appearance.
.
The first floor is frequently raised a foot above the
,natural surface .upon a platform of basalt blocks and mud
and the. outline Of another such platform, no doubt the floor
of a veranda such as is attached to the front of houses in
Santana, is easily traced.
.
The roofs are of round, peeled pine saplings, 4" to 6"
in D. broken or cut by some very blunt instrument, then a
covering of riven and blackened branches, then one of grass
and twigs and finally that of earth and mud. The fireplaces
are of flat pieces of sand-stone; laid in mud, and of same
types as those in use to:..day. The rooms are very smalltwo in front-each 8' front by 16' in D-61f2 high, and one
in rear· of dimension's on ground of one of the front ones.
The foundations go into the ground some 6 or 8 inches.
Cellars underneath for store-rooms.
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The ruins are so blended & confused that it is difficult
to decipher each house, but, judging from the manner of
living in Zia to-day, the above is substantially correct. Some
of the old and aU of the new houses are of adobe. On the
side towards the creek the road is built up, or rather
revetted with basalt boulders to a height of ten feet.
The Zia people are what the Spaniards called Quel'es,
-a name the Indians don't all seem to understand. s
They, like the rest of their nation, are under-sized; the men
5' 3"; the women 5' or a trifle less, but all well proportioned.
Their complexion is light, except when exposed to sun.
. Their countenances .al'epleasing, but not especially
intelligent. Teeth ::tre very often defective and il0t to be
compared in whiteness or strength to those of the Plains'
Indians. Their dress, manner of cutting hair, &c.are
identical with those of other pueblos, previously visited.
The women, in nearly every case, wear under-garments and
little children never go naked out of doors.
They have horses,' cows, oxen, burros, goats, sheep,
chickens and turkeys. There is one Eagle in this pueblo.
There is a great plenty of native corn, chile, pumpkins
(dried), water and musk-melons, dried. Eggs are raised
in small quantity and inside a house this morning, I have
seen a freshly-hatched brood of chicks. Dogs, it is not
worth while to add, are numerous. Windows of selenite, in
every house except. one or two of the newest. Corn-meal
vase in Governor's house.
Front of Ruined Church of the Virgin, Zia, 40 ft.
broad, 25' high to base of belfry. Cross in grave-yard in
front, 15' high. Interior going rapidly to decay. The face
of the Blessed Virgin in the main panel of the altar-piece
has defied the ravages of time and the elements and still
preserves traces of gentle beauty. The side medallions are
lambs, but somewhat better than the fearful atrocities· to be
occasionally found in Pueblo churches. The wooden figure
of the Savior on the Cross, must have been intended to
convey to the minds of the simple natives the idea that our
Lord had been butchered by the Apaches. If so, the artist
has done his work well.
The ceiling of this church is of riven pine slabs, and,
according to Jesus, is "muy viejo." The nave, measured
8. The origin and meaning of the name Queres, or Keres, have never yet been
decided. See.r. P. Harrington, Ethnogeography of the Tewa lndians (extract from
29th Annual Report, B. A. E., 1916), 574.
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from the foot of the altar to the main door is 37 paces in
length. Earthen ollas are in position as holy water founts.
Ov.ens are built on ground; some of them are made of
basalt' and mud. This pueblo has evidently been at one
time very large. Jesus said that Navajoes killed and drove
away a great many of the former inhabitants. The chimneys
are made of ollas. Black, white and red pottery are made
here.
Carts of both old and new patterns are in use; the
women last night brought up one packed full of melons. The
women of Zia are surly to strangers, in presence of their
male relatives. One of the houses of Zia is two stories high.
Saw, a child's toy wagon made of corn-husks. In front of
every house, quantities of beef were drying in the sun. The
Zians are advanced beyond the other Pueblos to the extent
of having little home-made chairs, of pine. Abalone shells
han'g upon the walls of their living rooms. ' Little children
began.to run naked about the streets.
Entered a house of the Coyote gens. My guide used
the word Zorra or Fox, so often as a synonym for coyote
and I have seen fox-skins so often in their feasts that I
cannot help thinking that this should be called the Fox gens
and not the Coyote. The old man, who came along with our
party, told us that the houses in' Zia belong to the women;
when a woman dies, she leaves her house to her daughters.
An Indian meal niche was discovered in this house.
Bought a small but pretty olla. Saw children with the
backs of their heads shaved on account of lice. In another
house (Maize gens) also found one of the sacred corn-meal
niches: :'-many holy wooden pictures and a crucifix: the
Indians dislike to sell these. The 3d house was of Coyote
gens. Corn meal niche and f?aint's pictures on wood: also
wooden "Santos." Abalone shells on walls of nearly every
house, and pieces of them worn by children. In this house,
I was presented with a frozen watermelon. I liked the
taste very much. In another house (Coyote gens) was an
image of the Blessed Virgin. In another house (also Coyote
gens) they were making saddles. Abalone shell on wall:
also saw an "arrow straightener" of perforated bone.
Saw an eagle, kept a prisoner in an abandoned house:
saw two large, well-shaped mortars of basalt. The people
of this pueblo make garters, sashes and leggings, but not
blankets. Zia raises apples, peaches, plums, grapes, wheat
and corn: eggs are also obtainable but milk is a luxury.
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Entered another house (Maiz gens), there was an old·
woman making tortillas: alongside of her, a blind girl.
Sacred drums hanging to rafters. Saints' pictures and
images. Took an old Indian, Juan Pedro Medina, with me.
Asked him where the corn-meal niche of this house was;
"Portras, no falta nunca; siempre hay." Entered another
house (Coyote gens). Asked for the corn-meal niche: the
woman of the house pretended not to understand me. Juan
Pedro made them show it: it was in next room. In this
pueblo, all the corn-meal receptacles are old china cups set
in the walls.
They have a curious mode of preserving watermelons
during winter; a net":work of fine grass or of willow twigs
is made in the form of a very open basket;· in which the
melon is suspended from the rafters of one of the cool, dry
rooms, not in general use.
In another house (Coyote gens), saw the corn-meal
niche. In another, women & children, Bunchi gens; & man,
Calabaza gens. Corn-meal in a little basket in a niche; the
basket was of Moqui make;
Watermelons were offered us. Stood up in a row with
our Indian hosts; there was a bull pup on one side of me
and a naked little girl on the other.' Strout and I soon
learned to eat with an Indian "suck," which sounds very
much like a dozen young pigs at a swill-tub. Everybody in
this house-in fact in this pueblo-seemed to be eating
watermelons on this particular morning.
In the "plaza" of Zia, is a wooden cross. 15' high. 9
Another house (Maiz gens) had a sick man in one corner of
inner room. There were three very spirited drawings in
black, on the white-washed wall, two of horses, one of a bull.
There was also a corn-meal niche. Another house (Maiz·
gens) had acorn-meal niche. Here also were Indian drums,
Navajo hlankets and bridles. Much fresh mutton on horizontal poies: corn, oeans, chile, and pumpkin seeds. The
statue of the Blessed Virgin (from the Church) Moqui
sashes, old· buffalo robes from the Staked Plains seen in
several of the rooms.' In another house (Maiz gens), there
was the usual corn-meal niche, Navajo blankets, and a great
pile of corn..,meal, ollas, ground chile, meat, corn in the ear,
melon, dried meat and dried pumpkins.
9. The large cross at Cia goes hack to the reconquest by Don Diego de Vargas
in 1693. though the actual cross may have been renewed one or more times during
the long centuries. It would be interesting to have a "tree-ring" reading from it.
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There are two Estufas in. Zia. The new one, built of
basalt, laid in mud, plastered within and without and
washed a faint yellow on the inside, is overground, square,
12% paces on a side, 10 ft. high, and entered bya ladder
to the roof,and thence to the interior by another, of 9 or 10
rungs 12" or 15" apart. There is no "altar" (hearth), but
a regular fire-place. There are two small holes, each one ft.
square, for light and ventilation; a hole for Omaha.
The old man entered with me ;he said: "when we smoke
here, we smoke to the four winds, to the Earth and to the·
sky" "That is to "pedir la Suerte." The rafters are of
round pine, 14" in D. peeled. The roof of riven slabs~cov
ered with clay: there are vertical supports in centre.
The "old" Estufa is precisely the same as the new,
without having plaster on the walls and without there being
a hole for Omaha. Leaving Zia, the road goes North up the
east or left bank of the Jemez or Santana river to the peublo
of Jemez ; formation changing from the basaltic bluff upo·n
which Zia stands to one of red sandstone: the road, the
whole distance, is very heavy and movement of vehicles is
much retarded. A mile or so out from Zia, passed through
the corn fields of that pueblo and a herd of fine ponies; had
east or left bank of the Jemez or Santana river to the pueblo
Indians knew the North Star, "Lucero," the morning star,
the stars that nibvearound the North Star (i.e. the Great
.Bear) , and the "Three stars in the East"(Le. Orion's Belt).
They hi.:J names for them all and smoked to t~')m all, but
especially to Lucero, the Sun and Moon. The time from·a
"luna fresca" to another "luna fresca/' i.e. a lunation, was
(30) "treinta dias." The days and nights were sometimes
equal; sometimes the day was longer than the nights. and
sometimes the night longer than the day; sometimes, the sun
was very high and sOmetimes very low. When he (The
Sun) was very low, the weather was very cold and· the
nights very long; then, there was a dance in every pueblo.
The NorthStar didn't move, or at least only a little. Formerly, when the Sun was very low (i.e. in time of Winter
Solstice), in the time of Noche Buena (Christmas), the old
men used· to make the Sacred Fire in the Estufas; they used
to make it by rubbing two sticks together; afterwards, they
used flint and steel, but now they use matches. .:aut, he
thinks that this "costumbre" is dying out: at least, in the
pueblos on the Rio Grande.
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The old man, Juan Pedro Medina, told me this morning that there were many of the Chamisa and Chalchihuitl
clans in Santo Domingo, but only a few clans in Zia. .
Saw. several flocks of ducks, and geese and an occasional
jack-rabbit this morning. In the Mexican "plaza" of San
Ysidro, bought some eggs and a small amount of bacon.
Reached Jemez about half past one in the afternoon:
distance from Zia, 8 or 9 miles. Hunted up the "governor"
of the town; found·him working at a new door for his house.
I have before observed that many of these Pueblo Indians
evince a great aptitude for all sorts of handicrafts, -carpentry and joiner-work especially, but also for blacksmithing, silver-working~ saddle and bridle making, weaving and
knitting. Halted our ambulance outside the pueblo,' near
the old church and alongside a corral, with walls of adobe,
rock and mud, and "cajon." The gates were of wood. There
were other "corrals" of same pattern near by.
The Governor provided us with accomodations in the
house of Juan Pedro Culaca; his wife was repairing the
selenite windows as we drove up and a little boy, with
abalone shell at neck, drawing a very archaic and ricketty
specimen of a toy wagon, gazed upon us in childish wonderment.
The hOUSE..:;-:~~-t~:;:;-p~~~!:; ::,:-~-::;f- adobe, with verandahs
or "ramadas" of wood over the doors, formed from projecting rafters. Chimneys are of oIlas : ovens are built on the
roofs. Windows are of selenite.
The governor told us, and the old man last night confirmed his statement, that in all the pueblos, a two-year's
supply of corn was always kept on, hand.
The "placeta" upon which our room opened was ablaze
with "rastras" of "chile colorado." Two burros, eating out
of a wooden trough, or "canova," and three mangy curs
alongside of them. The old woman .of the house soon
raised a dust in sweeping out the floor; when that had subsided, I found occasion to examine our quarters. The house
was formed of two rooms, each 17 or 18 pac'es long, by 5
paces broad and 10 ft. high. Built of adobe walls, whitewashed on the inside and a band of gray wash, 2% ft.
high, running around the floor, which was of earth, levelled
off smooth and packed down firm. Ceiling of flat, long
pieces of pine, running lengthwise of the room and resting
upon two cross-beams of peeled pine, 8" in Diameter. They
are entered by a doorway, 3% ft. high and 20" wide, with
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two steps descending into room; there was one window 18"
sq. at each side, selenite slips, 4" square, for panes. In one
corner, a little shelf and in another a fire place. A 3d room,
or lumber closet, was 15' sq. and had one small window and
on the far side a raised platform, covered with corn in ear,
In this apartment, saw Moqui girdles, green wooden tablets
for head (same as at Moqui and Santo Domingo), rattles &
buffalo-robes (much worn). The front door of our house
was locked with a key, but the inner doors fastened with
buck-skin strings. The house was only one story in height
and there was no, cellar.
The lady of the house told me that she was from Peco,
that she was Tu-e, (Le. her father was a Tu-e) ; she belonged
to the Chalchihuitl gens; had had two husbands; the present
one was Coyote, the first, of the Maiz clan.
I asked where the niche of Sacred Corn-meal 'was-the
Corn meal which she threw to the Sun. She conducted me
to the rear room and there in a niche in the wall and upon a
little flat basket, of Moqui ma~~e, was a pile of corn~meal. I
took a pinch of this and threw it to the Sun, much to her
satisfaction.
Rambled around town-saw a woman building, on the
ground, an oven of stone and mud. I entered a store kept
by a Mr. Miller: 10 he told me that the pueblo (Jemez) ha9--.~"
a population of 401. That they raised apples, grapes (an(r--'
peaches, wheat, corn, hay, and. corn-fodder; vegetablesonions, chile, melons, chickens and eggs. They have a few
.turkeys: they have cows, horses, burros, dogs andSa~red
Eagles.
There is no church; the church fell down about ten days,
ago-the great amount of rain this summer falling upon .
earth roof proved too much for the resisting power of the
old beams which gave way; falling in a heap of ruins upon
the altar, but leaving the facade intact with the steeple in
which are hanging two bells of small size.
10. John W. Miller served for a number of years as government farmer. Jemez
Indians still r~member him with gratitude for showing them how to siphon their
ditch under the stream-bed of Vallecito creek; previously every year it had been
'washed away in the spring freshets. In later years he retired toa property which
he had acquired in Jemez Springs-including the· ruins of the 17th century Spanish
mission San Jose de los Jemez, .and much of the old pueblo Guiusewa, After his
death about twenty years ago, his widow (one of the former teachers at the Presbyterian mission in Jemez pueblo, and 'still living) practically gave six acres enclosing
these ruins to the Museum of New Mexico. It is now a state park. .
Mr. Miller- found the "old men" at Jemez very conservative when he tried to
introduce such ideas as the rotating of crops and better breeding of their stock.
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Our landlady furnished me with a list of the Jemez
clans: they have Chalchihuitl, Pino real, Encina, Sol, Aguila,
Coyote, Maiz, Tejon, Calabaza, Cuervo, (two only left of
the last) ; Chamisa, Culebra, Cibola, Agua, Sapo, Conejo,
and Guacamayo, not represented. She said that there was
"mucho coyote gente" in the pueblo: the people of Ci-Cuye
or Peco, spoke the same language with those of Jemez.
For dinner, Hall gave us sweet potatoes, boiled and
fried, chocolate made with the milk bought this P. M.;
biscuits, omelette and butter-a feast fit for any king and
too good for most of them.
, The women of Jemez are much better looking than
those of most pueblos: their eyes are deep and full; lashes
long, feet and hands small; manners, gentle and' courteous.
The houses in Jemez are of one and two stories; Apache
baskets are plentY,-they never seem to wear out.n
The "governor" told me that he had spent two years,
working at Los Angeles, San Diego, San Bernardino and
Fort Yuma.
In company with Juan Pedro Culaca and, Lorenzo
Huaqui, descended the 1at Estufa; rectangular 33' x 20',
overground, 10' high: walls, brown-washed, covered with
figures; of sun, moon, morning-star, evening star, buffalo,
pumpkin, corn, deer, horse, thunder, clouds, lightning,
snakes and sea-serpents.
Saw three eagles in cages on tops of houses. Jemez
consists of two streets of houses, facing each other. The
women bang hair.
The second Estufa had pictures in large size and, like
those in first, extremely well done, of turkeys" two eagles
fighting, hares, morning star, moon, dipper of seven stars.
Bean plant, Watermelon vine, Deer, Lightning, Corn, Indians shooting turkeys (with bow and arrowsf-the turkeys
on a tree. Deer suckling fawn. Buffalo-Mountain Lion
springing upon a Buffalo. An Eagle graspipg a· fawn in its
talons; a star: another turkey: a man on horseback, a
duck, & Eagle chasing ducks. These paintings in both
Estufas were extremely well drawn and faithfully colored.
Each Estufa had an altar or hearth to protect fire-place.
Bought of a young boy, a couple of pictures, cleverly
done, representing the Zuni or Moqui Coyamases dancing.
11. These were the well known ..JicarilIa" baskets. obtained in barter from the
Apaches of that tribal name, who had been moved in 1873 to a reservation west of the
Rio Grande and north of the Jemez country.
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The youngsters said that they were "Moquinos"- From the
care with' which there were preserved in the family, and
irifluenced to a considerable degree by what I had noticed in,
the Estufas as well as by what had been told me in other
pueblos, I became convinced that the Jemez people were one
and same cult with the Zunis and Moquis.
There are regular stairs in all the, two-story hou'ses.
In, one of the houses there was an old man sick, with chills
and fever ("calenturas"); I saw the Sacred Corn-meal
niche: also Apache baskets and an old Navajo water-jug: a
dancing tablet of wood, painted green, like those in Santo
Domingo and MoquL Entered another house (Maiz gens):
two stories high; whitewashed, clean and neat. Heavy
timbers, 16" in D., peeled pine, used in its construction.
A platter of sacred corn-meal in niche- The "living
room" of this house was 35' x 25' x 8' high. ,Entered
another house, (Maiz gens); bought pottery. Had the
pleasure of looking down upon a dog-fight in which (16)
yellow dogs parti<;ipated.
.
'
Entered another house, (Tejon gens) ; where I found
,a round, wooden idol (painted) exactly like those seen in
MoquL Entered a house of the Aguila gens
then one of the
~
Calabaza gens
"
" "
"
Tejon "
"
" "
"
, Encina "
"
",,,
,,'
:.. __.:. .
-------Coyote' "
''',
Sol "
"
" "
In the house given as Coyote, I should have said Sol, that
being the clan of the wife to w:hom the house belonged. The
Sol people claimed to have come from the old abandoned
pueblo of Pecos.
,
In Jemez, I came across people called "Moquinos," who
were said to be Moquis and of same band as the Moquinos
spoke.n of as met at Sandia. Entered the house of the
,,Cacique of the Sun. He belongs to the Maiz gens-his wife
to Coyote. There, were many "holy pictures" of Saints in
tin frames and right alongside of the crucifix, was a niche,
with.its little bowl of Sacred Corn-meal. My guide on this
ramble, the Governor of Jemez, told me that the Cacique of
the Sun had charge of all their dances and of the "business"
in the Estufas; he knew when planting should begin and
when harvesting; his office is hereditary, for said my guide,
"when he dies, his son becomes Cacique." "The houses here.
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belong to women." "Women, my landlady said, can propose
marriage to men." Our landlady was very indignant when I
told her of the story I had heard of the snake at Cicuye
(Pecos.) eating up a baby every morning. She said:
"mentiras! mentiras! mentiras."-and about the Snake at
Sandia, "nunca; ha sido mentira; no 10 creo." I made a call
upon the Padre, but he was not in his house.
When I questioned the Jemez Indians about the ruined
pueblo near Mishongnewy, they all said that a few years
ago those Indians came to the Rio Grande on account of bad
crops and hostile Navajoes-not v.ery long ago, maybe 20
years. (I think about 40 or 45. J. G. B.)12 They lived in
Jemez, San Felipe and a few in Sandia, but after about (5)
years when the Moquis had expectations of a big harvest,
nearly all returned. "There is one of these Moquinos-a
woman-here in Jemez now, and a man in San Felipe."
Strout's notes upon Jemez:
"Corn on top of houses and on ground. Selenite and
glass windows, Cows, horses, mules, oxen, burros, goats,
and sheep, dogs, cats and chickens and a few turkeys. Also
a few eagles. Corn, wheat, hay, corn-fodder (in big stacks
on roofs of sheds) , chile, beans, peas, melons, squash, pump. kins, a few grapes, apples and peaches. Chimneys of adobe,
with pottery tops; also chimneys all pottery. Abalone shells
and Navajo blankets. Men wear citizen dress in part, coats
and pants. Hair loose in front and on sides; done up in
queue behind :-band around forehead. Have many bows
and arrows and some rifles. There are many antelope skins
and horns-also deer horns (in walls). Cottonwood troughs.
Have locks on door knobs:·
"Bought milk from a little girl and water from a man.
Governor told us to carry into the house anything in our
ambulance that might be stolen. Use pinon, pine & cottonwood for fuel. Much fuel on hand. They say that they
have much snow in winter. Saw a boy making mocassins.
Saw one American plow. Use regular flights of stairs to
descend to lower stories of houses. Enter houses by ladders.
Make saddles of wood, covering them with raw-hide. Have
old and new styles of wagons. Houses are of one and
two-stories. Have apple and· peach orchards. Use car12. Apparently the ruin about which Bourke inquired was the old Mish6ngnevi
which had been abandoned about 1680. The answer which he received seems to have
concerned a temporary migration from the modern town of that name.
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penter tools. Women bang hair in front, club it behind.
and leave it flowing in long locks by the ears. Houses are
of adobe with stone (basalt) foundations and lower corners.
Roofs covered with corn in the ear, drying for winter."
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Had a dozen Indians in our house to-night. Bought a
couple of Jemez pictures from a boy; little boys cut hair in
front; men wear it loose, tied with a red band at fore-head.
I asked one of our Indians why the "crier" was shouting
through town this evening: he replied: "to tell the people
to get wood for the Cacique of the Sun." He then. continued:
"the Cacique does no work; he stays at home, watching the
sun." I showed him the picture of the marks on the wall of
the house of the Cacique of the Sun in Zuni: he said: "our
cacique has the same in hif? house."
The Indians of Zia, Jemez & San Felipe bury feathers
in their corn-fields. I forgot to mention our visit to the
house of Mariano Culaca. He said that his father was"Encina," his mother "Coyote" and himself Coyote-and
his wife also .Coyote. "How is that?" "I am Coyote del Sol
and she is Coyote del Chamisa. (from Pecos). He went on
to explain that the Coyotes del Sol were the original Jemez
Coyote gens, and the Coyote del Chamisa, a clan of the same
name from Cicuye, which had the suffix "Chamisa" given it
as a distinction; so the two clans were entirely distinct,
altho' having the one title. I made inquiry as to any traditions existing among them about the Pueblos who had
escaped to the Navajoes in the time of the war with the
Spaniards but they knew nothing; they said the Navajoes
called them "May-dish-kish-di," but they had never heard
their old men say any Jemez people were living among the
Navajoes.
November 6th 1881. Sunday. I had no rest last night, my
sleep being constantly broken by the movements in· and out
of the house of men, women and children answering the
calls of nature, there being no household accomodations for
such purposes in Jemez. After the midnight cock had
crowed, our ears were torn by the yelping and barking of
half a hundred curs, assailing the sentinel of the pueblo as
he made his nightly rounds.
Hall's slumbers too were fitful and not having any
watch to guide his actions he arose a trifle too early and had
breakfast, smoking hot and ready, at a quarter to four. We
had to get up and eat, much as we grumbled at the absurd
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mistake which would have involved more unpleasant conse·
quences had we been obliged to take our meal out in the
raw, cold morning air.
Our sleeplessness was due, I imagine to two causes:
one, that we, like everybody in the pueblo, retired at a very
early hour in the evening, a quarter before eight, and the
other, that our good-natured land-lady had ma<;le us and the
Indians visiting us, eat a frozen watermelon after supperthe second proof of her good will of which we had been the
recipients. I shall often think of this open-hearted, cheery,
hospitable, loquacious, old woman; her intelligent enumeration of the Clans of her pueblo and the mole on her nose.
Added to the two causes above given, might be nervous
prostration: yesterday, we trIed to do too much and overtaxed ourselves. We called on the "governor" of the pueblo,
visited the old church, and made a sketch of its fac;ade,
entered the (2) Estufas, and copied all the pictographs we
could, rambled all over the pueblo, taking notes upon every
topic, and entered no less than 25 or 30 houses; and, besides
all this, purchased grain and hay for our mules, wood, water,
milk and eggs for ourselves, hired the room in which by the
flicker of the tallow "dip," I was now jotting down these
hasty memoranda. The Presbyterians have a teacher and a school at
Jemez and we intended calling to see both, had not lack of
time prevented. 13 We asked our guide what the· "crier"
was shouting and as we asked the question, the land-lady
entered; both responded that he was calling out for the
pueblo to awaken; morning had come and all should arise
and prepare for the feast of San Diego, which was to be
celebrated one week from that day.14 The women should
grind corn and the men bring fuel that all the visitors com·
ing to the pueblo to attend the Feast might be gladden'ed
and refreshed. The "crier" in each pueblo, our guide told
us was elected yearly the same as the "governor."
The landlady didn't know the North Star, but she did
know the "Carrito" (Great Bear) which she called
I

13. According to the plan initiated in the time of President U. S. Grant, the
educational work among the various Indian peoples was arranged for with the various
church bodies. The Pueblo Indians having been assigned to the Presbyterian Church.
work had been begun in 1876-78 at Zuni. Laguna. and Jemez. The missionary in
charge in Jemez at this time was the Rev. John M. Shields. M. D.
14. The patron saint of Jemez was, and is, Saint James (San Diego). so that
their annual feast day was November 12.
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Tsim-un-go. The belt of OriOh-"Tres Marias," and, the
Pleiades, which she called "La Cabriila" (The she goat.) ,
She said that in Jemez, were raised apples, peaches,
apricots, plums, grapes, wheat, corn, frijoles, peas, and a
great amount of chile. She also said that she and another
woman, and their families, were the only ones of the Chalchihuitl gens in this pueblo. She had no idols of either'wood
or stone, but she did have some dearly-cherished monstrosi:..
ties on paper which, after much persuasion, were produced
and shown me: I coaxed her into selling them both Jor a
quarter. Her reluctance was swept away in great part by
our allowance of very liberal prices for the entertainment of
ourselves and animals. The idols were duplicates of those
secured last night from the house where, cheek by jowl, they
vied in hideousness with the tin-framed, painted and begrimed daubs of San Antonio, San Juan and San Diego.
Had a wretched road out from Jemez towards Cochiti:
rolling sand-hills, full of basalt boulders and covered with a
thin growth of cedar. Our guide told me that the people of
Isleta were now almost Mexicans. ,They used wheat flour
for bread which they made excellently well and cakes and
pies like those of the Mexicans. They scarcely used "metates" any more, and didn't eat "wyavi." They also made
good wine. (all this I had already had in my notes upon
Isleta.) Yesterday, we saw "Wyavi" bread in Jemez, and
to-day, our guide described to us a "wyavi"gruel, made of
, red cornmeal and milk which he pronounces delicious and
says it is held in great consideration by the people of all
the pueblos. He says that there are a number of words in
the Jemez language almost the same as in his language, but
this was not so of the language of Isleta. 15 ,
Our road wound over and around a range of high steep
hills of sand and basalt blocks: very hard, pulling. 16 From
our guide's account of the Cacique of the Sun, I inferred
that, in the pueblos near the Rio Grande at least, he must
be of the Sun clan or closely, connected with it: the position
goes to his eldest son, or in default of heirs male, then to
son of eldest dau.ghter: she, being without issue, the clan
15. Bourke's guide, the governor of San Felipe, was of the Queres language,
while the language of Isleta was Tigua.
16. See note 6, above. With the building of the railroad from the Rio Grande
valley westward, this former stage-road had now 'been in disuse possibly for two
years-long enough for it to get in bad shape. But it is still a short cut from Jemez
to Cochiti and saves about half the distance of going around by Bernalillo.
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.would elect an officer to hold the position-to be vacated
upon birth of heirs male. Women can propose to· men.
"Such is our old custom," he said-this statement coincides
with that made by our land-lady this A. M.
Got over the sandy part of the road after four hours'
hard pulling and then had three hours more of good driving
until we got to Cochiti. 35 miles. Went to the house of the
Governor.
Entered through roof by ladder-room 30' long x 15'
broad, 7' high, lighted by two selenite windows. In room,
three young women & several c~ildren-Women wore hair
banged in front, loose at side and clubbed or loose at. back.
Wooden images of Saints, abalone shells, ristras of chilecornin ear or shelled-Batons of Office-young girl grinding wheat or corn:..meal in metates.. The Governor received
us kindly, took us to a room for ourselves and showed us a
corral for our mules-sent after corn and husks, fuel, milk
and eggs. The milk came in less than no time-nearly two
gallons of very pure rich stuff-the old woman asked 45c,
a very reasonable price.
Our room was already occupied by a lot of women &
children employed in various domestic vocations--,grinding
corn, making bread, &c. When we entered sat down &
began writing, a crowd gathered reinforced each moment
by the idle youngsters about town and by 3 or 5 worthless
Mexicans, making an aggregate of over 30.
Our room was 50' l. 20' w. 8' high-Walls, adobe whitewashed brown floor band 18" in height-Floor, packed clay.
Ceiling, round peeled pine rafters, ·6" thick, one ft. apart,
covered with successive layers of twigs, hay and clay. Three
selenite windows on one side 2' square set on outside of wall,
the 12 in. in thickness of which made a niche. Twofireplaces.-One door to enter 4' h. x 20" w. of pine plank
nailed together. No Lock. Door held to by buckskin string.
In ·room, plenty of corn in ear, piled on floor, chile and
pumpkins, crosses arid Saint's pictures in tin frames,
Onions, Gourd & Tortoise rattles. None of the children
naked, but none of the smaller ones wearing much more
than a slip, reaching barely to the knee. Both sexes, when
young bang hair & wear it loose. When they grow older,
mayor may not tie up in a queue with red worsted behind-Men wear brow-bands.
Women in our room were making what they said was
"wyavi de leche"-apparentIy, of corn boiled soft and then
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rubbed upon a metate-with fresh milk to form a suitable
dough.
Felt somewhat like Louis XIV while I was making my
toilette with' so many eyes upon me.
Church of [San Buenaventura] Cochiti very old and
dilapidated; the interior is 40 paces long to foot of altar by
12 broad. It is built of adobe and whitewashed on the inside:....-Altar pieces showing signs of age-swallows making
their nests in rafters. Ceiling of riven slabs, nearly all
badly rotten and those which had been nearest the altar
have been replaced by pine planks, covered over with Indian pictographs in colors-red, yellow, blue, & black.
Buffalo, Deer, Horses, Indians, Indian in front of Lodges,
X [cross] and other symbols. alIa used for holy-waterfount. The cross had fallen off from front of the Church
and its whole appearance is strongly suggestive of decrepitude and ruin.
Walked through town with Governor. It has four
divisions-in two of them being small plazas. Houses
mostly one & 2 stories high. Windows mostly of selenite.
Two Estufas. 1at 12 paces in D. Circular, overground
8' deep, approached by a staircase of ten steps of undressed
wood. Lower courses are stone-upper of adobe; plastered
within & without; whitewashed within. Roof supported by
a horizontal pine beam, squared, 2' thick, under which are
vertical struts of pine.-No hole in wall, no windows & no
air Except down through ladder-ihole. Green corn painted
on walls. . Ground very damp. Second Estufa-identical
with first. Cross on wall.
People here have old & new carts, horses, in abundance,
goats, sheep, pigs, chickens, burros & dogs. A number of
worthless Mexicans living near by. One of them came up to
where I was writing: nose eaten off by syphilis (or Lupus)
-the most lothsome ulcer I ever saw on a man's face.
The Governor declined to have any talk about "Janos."
The Lieutenant-Governor after much persuasion, told me
that he was Huacamayo (Si-Shawati-jano.) and his wife.
(Ish-hanni-jano.)
Eagle, Sol, Agua, Encina,
Melon.
Verenda, Tejon, Maiz, Oso, Turkey, Coyote, (No Snake. No
Frog.)
Houses, of basalt, in round blocks, in lower coursesadobe above. The conduct of the Governor at this point was.
very strange-his talk was smooth as silk, but his actions,
unfriendly & suspicious. Wherever we went with them, a
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half-dozen villainous Mexicans followed close behind, the
fellow with the ulcer in his face where his nose & upper lip
had been being the best looking coon in the lot.
Hall complained that he was interfered with in his
duties by others of the same gang and both he and Mullen
feared that our mules, or our blankets and arms would
excite the cupidity of the lemon-colored scoundrels during
the night. Several of them approached Strout and asked if
he had change for a $5 Bill-a question too plain in its
import to deceive anybody. They merely wanted to learn
whether we had much money with us or not. They got no
satisfaction. We merely told them that we hadn't any money
or provisions with us, having been absent on a long journey.
A fight was imminent during the night if we. staid. The
Mexicans outnumbered us ten to one and our arms were
only one half what we; required. Discretion here, was truly
the better part of valor. I .gave the order to hitch up.
crossed the Rio Grande by the ford, drove to the little town
of Pena Blanca and found accomodations for self & animals
at the house of D. Feliciano Montoya.
Here, we had corn, hay and stabling, for the mules-a
corral for the ambulance, a room for Mullen & Hall---.a good,
deep well of cold water-a large room with a brisk fire for
Strout & self and a place in which Pedro Jose could cuddle
up and snore by the fire. We had a great hubbub in getting
drinking water from our landlady-then we must have 1-\
pint of the Vino del Paiz and at last it occurred to Pedro
that for him there. was no happiness without a dime's
worth of Bunchi,--or Native Tobacco. For this, we sent
and then made ready to turn in.'
.
Strout's Notes on Cochiti:
Houses one & 2 stories high. Entered by ladders from
the top & from doors on ground floor.
. Have horses, mules, burros, oxen, cows, dogs, cats, pigs,
chickens, turkeys-but no sheep or goats. No eagles. Glass
and selenite windows, the latter in excess.
Grind meal upon metates. Chile, corn, corn-husks,
wheat, beans, onions, squashes, pumpkins, peaches, apples,
plums, and apricots. Their farms are on the E. side of the
Rio Grande.
Men do their hair up in queue behind and wear it loose
.at sides & in front.
Women b:il.llg in front, queue, behind, loose at sides.
Some of the man bang and all wear brow-bands.
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(Pedro here interposed a remark that all Pueblos banged
their hair-that was the rule, from which, of late, many
deviations had occurred. The Pueblos long, long ago were
all one people and they are so to this day. He. had heard of
the Cohoninos-said that they were Pueblos too-lived far
away.)
Men frequently wear citizen's dress. Women wear
costume of the Pueblos.
Ovens of stone & mud on .roofs & on ground. Chimneys
of adobe & of pottery. Many troughs of hollowed cottonwood logs, raised on sticks. 3' ft. above ground. Houses are
built in lower courses of basalt blocks laid in mud, upper of
adobes; plastered within and without.
Have many abalone-shells and Navajo blankets. Many
bows and arrows; some pistols and rifles, old style. Many
corrals, of small size" covered with a thatching' of cornhusks.
Old & new style carts. Saw a Rocky Mtn Sheep horns
-shot in Mt'ns near the pueblo. Cross 12' ft high in one
of the plazas. This pueblo of Cochiti is built hi a hollow in
a rambling, scattering. kind of a way, divided into four distinct villages', each with its own plaza. I should say that it
numhered not over 250 souls but the Governor assured me
that he had 190 men, capable of working with a shovel.
This would include boys from 10. years old, up- Some
of the houses are falling down and the pueblo has but little
to say in its f a v o r . '
~
Driving to Pefia Blanca, Pedro commented upon the
man with the hideous, ulcer-eaten face and said that the old
men often said that, in old times, those "ulcers" (llagas)
were very .common among the Pueblos and that they came
from filth in the relations between the sexes.
Bought some nice 'pottery and' a couple of handfuls of
fresh eggs.
Distance to-day.
38 m.

November 7th 1881 Monday. Breakfast was announced at
half past 4 and was consumed by 5. Pedro, our guide, had
a fire blazing in our bed room when we returned. Drew up
vouchers for the. value of the hay & grain obtained here and
paid Pedro for 6 day's work, being all the time he had remained with us and some extra pay to take him back to his
own pueblo. (Last night, I purchased four old Arrow &
spear heads of obsidian for a quarter.) This morning very'
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dark and cloudy hut much warmer than any yet had on the
trip. Started for Santa Fe. Reached there by 11 A. M.
Received mail. Reported at HdQrs. Took dinner with
Captain Woodruff and family. Day very blustery and chilly~
Snow blowing down from mountains.
.
Distance
28 miles

(To be continued)
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